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Holland City News.
in

VOL. V.-NO.

HOLLAND,

20.

SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,
QROEK

®ltc JioUnnd (Situ

•

BOMDCH?,

T\R. SCHOUTEN &

“
“
“

V

O

BOESBUBS,

f

See advertisement.
TE2MS OF SUB3C2IPTI0N

V

Dry Ooodi.

nKRTSCH, D. General dealer In Drj13 Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

Eighth and River street*.

cor.

One

square of ten Hues, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for ilrst insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three

AUDER
i Rooms

00
8 00
10 00
17 no
25 00
40 00
5

5
8
10
17
25

“

3Column
“

X

“

1

0"
no
(«
00
00

8
10
17
25
40
65

00
00
00
00
00
00

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in C'ty Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per

I.

Orocerlei.

O. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

Leave
5.25 a. in.

Grand Rapids.

ferent streets

X

“
“
“
“

“
*•

8.35

Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 5.30

“

“

“
m.
“
l‘“
&
m.
“ “
p.m.
“ *9.85““
a. in.

f 4.20 p.
6.40

f

f 10.20

V

Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats and
Caps, Fbnr, Provisions, etc.; River st.

A. M.
7 80
7 44
8 26
9 41
9 19
9 85
9 50
A. X.
11 30
P.X.
6 30
P.R.
5 00
P. X.
9 30
A.M.
4 05

Grandville. *

Allegan.
Oteego.
Pialnwell.

Cooper.
Kalamazoo.
White Pigeon.
Chicago.
Toledo.
Cleveland.
Buffalo.

Effect,

Oolag
No. 4

Nortt.
No. 2

p. in.

p.

8
7
7
6
5
5
4

m.

A. X.
10 10
9 55
8 45
8 16
8 07
7 35
7 35
A.X.
5 50
P.X.
10 40
P.X.
11 55
P.X.
7 40
P.X.
12 10

P. X.
,7 10
6 55
5 45
5 18
5 10
4 45
4 40
P.X.
3 05
A.X.
18 50
A.X.
8 30

this

a

m.

p.

2
2
9
3
3
4
5

Ferrysbnrg

Grand Haven
’Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

A.X
840
P.X.
7 55

loath.
No. 1

being opened), or those that

audacity to publicly express

m.

a.

00
30
40

8
8
9
9
13
55 11
12 11
00 1

done. River

ing

00
50
00
50
15
45
15

Northern do.

.

!

r.

Street.

Blacksmith Shop;
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
pone. Cash paid for Furs.

River and Market itreet .......
18. 12th at and Fish atr opening

To Oonnmptivei.

TALISMAN, J., Wagon and

r

Msnhait Tallen
W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
13 in ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchased elsewhere, will be cut to order. Renairing
promptly attended to. River street.

Hut

Xarksti.

sages constantly on hand.

\RT, F.

J. Counselsorat Law and Solicitor at
Chancery. Office, In Dr. Powers building.

West of River Street,

IT’

LEYS, P., First Ward Meat Market; best of
Meats always on band. Eighth street

Michigan.

In all kinds of meats and
vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

booked as “lalmr on streets;”there- everything. The fact that a man la In a
by disabling us to stipulate the time and position of public trust, is considered as
describe the exact locality where it waa proof that he is a villain. Blander and

this la

'

Errors of Youth.

A gentleman who

suffered for years
from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay,
and all the effects of youthfulindiscretion
will, for the sake of suffering humanity,
send free to all who need it, the recipe and
TNKMINQ, W. H., Mannfactnrerof Plows, By direction for making the slniple remedy
Bakirlu.
!_/ improved machinery Is enabled to sell the by which he was cured. Sufferers wish1>INNEKANT, J., Proprietress of the Pioneer regularKalamaaoo, Plow and warrant them, at ing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience
X> Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street. lower prices than any surroundingtown. Plow
points ground to order. 10th streetwest of River st can do to by addressingin perfect confipE88INK,G. J. A. Proprietro^f^ty^Bake rv
[JEALD, B. EL, Manufacturerof and Dealer In dence,
JOHN B. OGDEN,
Ll Agricultural Implements ; commission agent
this line eerrod'on^clfh
^ghtb street
42 Cedar at, New York.
for Mowing Machines; cor. lOthA River street.

YTAN DER HAAR,

H., Dealer in Fresh, Balt
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; -paper
I7TS8CHERA., Attorneyat Law, Notary Pub- and twine; 8th street.
He and Conveyancer.Kenyon’s building.
MasuiaotorUi, Killi, Bkepi, Ite.
Corner of Eighth and River street.
River street.

V

V

laakiag aid liekaifi.
Collecting.

PAUELS.VAN PUTTEN A OO., Proprietors
1 of Rugger MUU: Steam Saw and Floor
(

Eighth and Mills.) nearfa*

of 8tii street

H. W.. A COM Proprietors of the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All Kinds of bonding material fbraished at Grand Rapids prices.

ANTER8,

L. T. Dealer In Books, Station*
ery, Cigars,Notions abd Toys, opposite \afILM8 P. H., Mannfactnrer of Farm Pumps,
City Drag Store, Eighth street.
v
All kinds of wood taming and sawing on
hand and done to order. River street
Bosti aid Skosi.
VsUrvFakUet

IV

POST, HENRY

L

Unttrt.

1T7AL8H, H., Notary

TV

Fkytielau.

EE

D. M., Dental Surgeon; residence, and
office on Eighth street opposite
op[
Bakker
Van Rnalte.

A

Pnbite, Conveyancer,

and Insurance Agent. Office,City Drug
Store. 8th itreet.

A NNIB. T.B., Phyilclan;residence, oppoeite

A

8. W. cor. Public Square.

One

nefarious instance of the kind was

Ward

and second

in population), we

only realize

life

made upon

Speaker Kerr, his

long distinguishedfor integrity,and

$828.90 of the above specified amount— Joat cleared of all blame by nnanimoua
$4,626.60. Must not the paltry small sum vote of investigating committees and of
eastern part of the city the whole country. It la a shame that a
since 1868 attract the. attention of each brainless wretch ahoold have lo panned
neutral person, and ask with amazement that honest man anti! his health, before

expended in the

how

it

is possible that atill to

many

committee on

A good variety of handsome Carpets at
H.

MEYER & CO.

to

Streets,

open not a angle

a total distance of

the same time to

f.

k

LTL

Roads and bridges, or designing men assault good character,
but Are* streets let them be Imprisoned,disgraced, and

street,

over one mile, and at

make

it

passable for

and wagon not only, but put them

D.

Real Relate and Inemnoe
Afenl, Notary FubMe and Conveyancer;Collection made in Hollandand ridnlty.

or say the

(the largest ward in size the attack

entire Fint

condition for side walk alio,

TTEROLD,

E.. Manufacturer of and dealer In
Ia.*?0?*1
8h0M, leather, Findings, etc.;
Eighth street.

street,

abuse of the most gigantic kind are abroad.

CARPETS! 'cARPETB!!

General dealers

River street

expended east of Cedar

amount

appropriationof $500) asked for by the cases where, without any reason, reckless

v

Boots and Shoes;. repairing neatly done;

by taking out the

Bakery.

T7ERBEEK,

V

expended. Now,

of the extremely delicate,has entirelygiven way.
By all means lat the cheat and the taker
western part, both aware and ignorant of
Choice Cigars and Tobacco at the City
of
bribes be brought to Justice; but in
thia fact, dare to remonstrate against an

''River streets.
Books aad Btatloairy.

SLAUGHTER OFPUBLIO MEN.
00

The advertiser, having been permanentThere baa, in these last yean, been so
y cured of that dread disease, Consumpt*
much
fraud in high places that the appointon, by a simple remedy, is anxious to mate
00
ment of investigating committees in Conknown to his fellow sufferersthe means of
cure. To all who desire it, he will send a
grew and State Legislature! and benevocopy of the prescriptionused, (free of
00 lent institutionsbecame a necessity. The
charge), with the directions for preparing
90
things that have been unearthed have been
and using the same, which they will find
a sure (Aire for Consumption, Asthma,
$4,626 60 enough to astound earth and heaven. But
Bronchitis, &c. Parties whiahing the preThese are the figures as far as we can this work !« being overdone. A mania of
scription will please address
give them by numbers and names of streets. suspicion has been aroused that It despoilRev. E. A. WILSON,
94 Penn St., Williamsburgh,N. Y.
By examining the above we see that ing to the public credit to the last degree.
For Sale by Heber Walsh, Holland, $1,462.^7 is left of the original amount; Suddenly the hounds have taken after

tV

IV

80 00

by contract ....................84
19. 6th st. between River and
Market st. on which P. Pfanstlehl’s dwelling is located ...... 28
20. Maple st. near Cappon’s
Tannery, Including lumber (more
or less) ........................ 500
21. Cedar Posts at lit Church. 19

XrUITB.J.,Dealer

rpEN EYCK, J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
X Agent Office In Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,

TTENYON, NATHAN, Banking and
Ev Drafts bought and sold; cor.

.

........

..

ard, cor. Eighth and River streets.

VT

latter already

we have the

should itemize each small fum with the themselves, as: “Let the farmen cuter
street on which It was expended. It wouli through 16th street, and so around to River
also be impossible,whereas such sma) street,”or with still plainer words, “cut

.U

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River street.

in

would need

L

VffcBRIDE, G. W., Attorney at Law and Sol let- T>UTKAU W.. New Meat Market near corner
ivl tor in Chancery;office with M. D. How- 13 Eighth and Fish Street A!! kinds of sau-

E

way. We

*

“

TJOWARD, M.

LFKRDINK W. A H.

in that

38®
.....
@

yORST, W.

TT-

go on

almost every column of this paper if

Feathers! Feathers!

Attoncyi.

1/

25
19 00
40
30
4 00

$pc(ial

§}u$ittf$i$Dirertimj.

/

persona Unit

We

_

TJOSMAN, J.

XX

bow

construe such truthless arguments can call

must pay nicely out of their own pockets pleased to answer those that would rather
for it. (This also includes ourself.) Let see Cedar or Market street opened (the

®

Express. Mall.

Muskegon

20 12 15
45 11 45
40 11 40
50 11 11
45 10 85
17 10 15
00
9 25

of

•

cannot imagine

..

V

Monday, May 29, 1876.

STATIONS.

60
3 00
16
8 50
12

....

Mioh. Lake Shore Bail BoaA.
Taken

sum

We

.

TO GR’ND RAPIDS.

Grand Rapid*.

bridges the

squandered.

“

O

Taken Effect, Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.

P. M.
4 15
4 32
5 45
6 11
6 19
6 35
6 50
P.M.
8 30
A.X.
6.00
a M.
2 40
A. M.
7 05
P. M
1 16

day from the City, thereby impressing on
expended dm an idea of how the public money is

1

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern B. B.

STATIONS.

Streets,

The residents on those streets not being their own experienceor by the press. We
satisfied with the general way of opening
javo already taken up more apace then
streets, have nicely improved them; but we had Intended, otherwise we would be

......................

“

__

RAPIDS

and

on

the time being, received $2 per

.

5.20 a. m.
8.25 p.m.
4.10 “ “

10.40 a.
12.25

f

FROM GR’ND

lb

“
“
“

W

m.

a.

Wool, V

construction.

Wood, Btavw, Etc,
sums stand booked as “street labor.”
off the business part of Uie 1st ward from
Cordwood, maple, dry ..................... $300
green ...................
can therefor only give auch amounts as the city, bat let them pa}' taxes just the
beach, dry ................... 2 00
were publicly let; and for the convenience same.”
*• green ..................
TX7ELTON A AKELY, General Dealers In Dry Hemlock Bark ......................4 U0@ 450
of
those not acquainted with names
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Flour and Feed,
Now we ask if ever any one from that
Staves, pork, white oak ........ ..... (&10 00
Provisions, etc. River street.
Staves, Tierce,
......... 12 00 numbers of streets, we shall in some in part of the city, now asking for the openHeading bolts, softwood..... ..... 3 00@ 3 50
Flour tad Feed.
Heading bolts, hardwood ...... ............ 4 50 stances mention names of persons or build* ing only of one street, (and satisfied with
Stave bolts, softwood .......... ............ ~ 50 iugs, together with names and numbers
OLOOTKR A HIGGINS, Dealers In Flour and Stave bolts, hard wood ........ ......... 4 00
half of the width), remonstrated with the
Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff,
Ac., Ac. in
1. We will thereforebegin with Black Council, against any appropriation of
Railroad ties, ..................
12
Slooter'e Brick Building.— See Advertisement.
River Bridge, the northern part of River
money for street improvement, immaterial
‘.Brain, Peed, Etc.
street ibis job cost.
......
. .$2,244 0Hardware.
to what amount? They have alwayi paid
[Corrected by the “FtvggerMill/.)
2. 12th st., west of 8d Church,
TTAVERKATE, G, J. First Ward Hardware
1878
...........................
820
00
their share, notwithstanding that for the
white f hnshel ........... © $ 1 20
XX Store; sell cheaper than any other; 8th Wheat,
Corn, shelled W bushel .............65
8. 12th st, west of 8d Church,
street.
past few yean no part of the assessment
Oats, hoshel .....................
40 1875, (not including lumber lor
Buckwheat,
$
bushel .......
75
of the city waa railed al high compara___
_
.
.
Dealer
lu
General
HardyAN DER VEEN, E
Bran, ton .......................
16 00 bridge) ........................ 125 00
ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
tively as theirs. We therefor oome to the
4. 7th sir., north of Keppel’s j
Feed, ft ton ..........
./
26 00
1b .....................
140 house and barn .................
200 00 conclusionthat the Council is obliged to
17AN LANDEGEND A MEL18, Dealers In Barley,|J100
# 100 lb ...................8 00
Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple5. Mill st.*t Plugger Mills, 1872 25 00 favor them— if they intend to do justice,
Middling, * 100 lb ................. 1 83
ments; Eighth street.
45 52
6. Southern part of River atr.
Flour, ?T 100 lb .....................
8 38
Pearl Barley, ? 100 lb ..............6 00
7 00
28 00 and give equal rights to all— which they
7.
do.
Hotel!.
are obliged to do.
8. Pine st., near the site of the
A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalskan, Proprietor.
189 00
old Smith Tannery, contracted at
If there be any one-iidcdnesa or untruth
/\. Ftr*t-cla*8accommodation. Free Bu** to and
9. The same for filling in and
iWicfjs.
from the Trains. Eighth street.
in
our article, which we have, however,
covering with bark ............. 75 00
r'MTY HOTEL. J. W. MiNDRitnoOT, Proprietor.
not intended, (although aome might sur10. Covering of 8lh str. to both
\J Bnllt In 1878 ; Furnished In elegant style, and
depots, contract ................ 75 00 mise) we hope that such persons will
a flrst-class hotel throughout.
11. 10th at., near College, per
Prime Live Geese Feathers at
resort to the columns of some weekly, that
I3HOENIX HOTEL. J. McVkhr Proprietor:
80 00
contract ........................
H.
MEYER
&
CO.
opposite the C. A M. L. S. R. R. Depot; good
we may be enabled to continueto vindi12. 10th st., west of Maple over
accommodation; building and furnitnre new.
145 00 cate ourselves before an Interested public.
Tannery Creek, Including lumber
L 0. Of 0. FLlvtry sad Balt Stabler
13. 16th at., this atr. seperatea
Now Mr. Editor.— We thank you for
Holland City Lodge. No. 192. IndependentOrder the Township from the City and
TYOONE A ALBERTI, Livery and Sate Stable. of Odd Fellows, holds (ta regular meetings at Odd
the
use of your paper, it should not have
13 Offlceandbam on Market si reel. Everything Fellows' Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening was opened by both township and
city,
cily
share
being
...........
120
64
been
necessary to bother you, if we had
first-class.
of each week.
Visiting brothersare cordially Invited.
14. Keeping in repair 8ih at. benot
come
in cantact with penona that enVTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
M. Habrinton, N. G.
fore the grading .............
56 00
IN Officeof Dally Stage Line to Saugatnck, 9th J. A. Roost, R. 8.
lightenedus, concerning the treacherous
15. Keeping in repair 8th street
street, near Market.
825 00 stories used in some circlesto favor their
after the grading ........
Wagnaakei aad Blaokimithi.
Whoever likes to see a first-class clean
16. Opening Market st. per conobject.
bakery with a good fresh stock of goods? tract... .....
............... 19 90
pvIJKEMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
R. KANTERS.
Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repair- Go to Pessink’s.
17. 15th str. opening between

10.25 “ “
8.30 “ “

#

@
@
A
%

\7AN

* Dally except Saturday
t Mixed trains.
All other trains dally excupt Sundays.
All trains on this road, will he run by Chicago
time, which is 20 minutes later than Colnmbus
time.

Exprc**. Mail.

@

Apples, # bushel... ..... .......
KS EM A J. A CO., DealersIn Dry Goods, Beans, bushel ...................1 50 (q,
IlJ Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hals, Caps, Butter, v lb .................... <®
Clover seed, ¥ bushel .............
Clothingand Feed; River street.
Eggs, » doten ...................<§)
18
fT>R ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer In Dry Goods, Honey, lb .......................
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey- Hay, V ton .....................
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street. Onions.^ bushel ................
Potatoes, ^ bushel ...............
PUTTEN G. A CO„ General Dealers, in Timothy Seed, ^bushel ...........

X

m
m

10.85““
8.80 p. in.

New Buffalo
Chicago.

t

for instance a

$6,089.47. The $15,000 expended on 8th themselves Christians, being aware of how
and River streets wo need not mention. each dollar of the public is expended, by

pttltftjS.

..

merchant living in

have

etc., for

the wages of street commissioners)on dif-

Our

own

We

that the chairman of the Com.

left off,

out of the General Fund, (not including

G. J., Family Supply Store:
a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop In rear of Store; Eighth street.

say falsehoods of their

No. 18 of this stfance, for the reason that he was told

River Street.

rpK VAARWERK,

10.05 a.
12.10p.
6.85 “
0.15 p. m.

f

in

attentive reader of our pre-

Since the year 1868 there was

Jj

Arrive al
Holland.

our de-

TOSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
*) and dealers In Fancy Goods; Kenyon'sBlock

-

Holland.

Train*.

commenced

and where we now begin.

IT'LIETSTRA, A., Groceriesand Supplies; a

1875.

convincing the ignorant of the correctness
of their standing, are not only one-sided,

vious writing can see where we

Watchei and Jewelry.

INCH

23,

too long delayed ?

The argumenti used by some leaden in

sliall conclude in this issue

paper. The

ROLLER,

General Dealer!.

' Taken Effect, Sunday, April

in

we should

fense for equal rights to all on one side, the 1st ward and doing business in the 2nd
and the promotion of geneial welfare on near River street, who signed the remon-

vertisement.

Chicago te Michigan Lake Shore B. B,

Native American riots

not reach the conclusion that for the

but altogether truthless,and should almost

the other, as

Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-

foail?.

7, 1844,

Continued.

Produce, Etc-

pi

proceed, and rid us of theae'-perlls already

Oily.

Di luaajiA o. .n., iv ov.i, viuuviui x/uoivid

advertising bills collectable quarterly

1864, Gen. Early invaded Maryland

A Few Bemarka to Tax-Paytn of Holland

Tobacco md Clgara.

_

ready market for country nroduco; a choice
will denote stock always on hand; cor. Eiglith and Market st.

All

6,

Philadelphia.

R., Dealer In Staves. Wood and
Bark; office at his residence,Eighth street.

IV

runiltnri.

An Z before the Subscriber's name
the expiration of the Subscription.Two ZZ signify that no paper will be contlnned after date.

benefit of the public generally

“

Slivii, Wood, Bart, Ik.

H., A CO., Dealersin allklndsofFur.
nlture. Curtains. Wall Paper. Toys, Coffins,
Picture Fromes, etc. ; River street.
'TMi
Plct

Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pub
lished without charge.

we

1861, Goofed, victory at Carthage,

We

EYER

annum.

1776, Declarationof Independence.

5,

and dealer in

IT'ANTERS.

M

4,

"

Misses., Fashionable Dressmakers.

must

the lightest nor from the darkest side,

•

Sewing MatMie«.Al

opposite the Post Office.Klgh/h street.

etc. Neither considering these factf from

1868, Vicksburg taken by Grant.

A. M. Agent for OUawa and Allepan Counties,for the ‘‘Howe Sewing MaDealers in needles and attachmenis.
chine.

I 8 *. | 6 M. I 1 Y.

2

‘

I7ANTER8,

Smuuklag.

months.
1 Square

street.

8th, 9th,

3,

Harness, Trunks, Saddlia and Whips;

Eighth

JOB PUIMTINU PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

_

“

_

\7AUPELL, II.. Manufacturer of

W.00 piryin la adunci.

road crossing!

of army.

aM

MM,

•

228.

streets, as also the

1j

WEEKLY NEWSPAPEB,

on

NO.

10th and 12th
numerous accidents
Amixioui Hiitorical Eventi.
that occur, the delays of cltlzcna and
July 1, 1863, Battle of Gettysburg began. farmers and those that are In pursuit of
“ 2, 1775, Washington took command medical attcudance for a fellow sufferer,

D

1/

A

WHOLE

1876.

Centennial.

A., Surgeon and Physician.Office over
the store of G. Van Putten A Co., where he
TAOESBURO, J. 0., Dealer In Drags and Medl- can be found during the day and nt|ht.
clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Physician’sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st. T EDEBOER, B. Physicianand Snrgcon: Office
corner Eleventh and River ftreet opposite
MB ENGS’ Drug Store. public square.
IJ Fine Drugs, Medicines, Fancy Goods, Toilet
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
Ai ORRIS, 8. L., Physician and Strgeon. Office,
Articlesand Perfumeries. Eighth street.
Jvl over E. Herold’b Boot
Shoe Store,
\7AN PUTTEN, Wu., Dealer lu Drugs, Medi- Eighth street.
clnes, Paints, Oils, etc. : Proprietor of Dr.
OFFICE: VAN LAN DEGEND'S BLOCK.
W. Van Den Bero5b Family Medicines; River St. OCHOUTEN, R. A. City PhyslclaiOffice at Dr.
Schonten A Meengs’ Drug fHore,8th Street.
0, I.
Editor and Puiilishor. ,1X7 ALSU HEBER. Druggist A Pharmacist:afull
Saddlen.
V
stock of goods appertaining to thebuslness

Dngt and kidlclsei.

1,

t A

if

bone

in a fit

8'rtW8'd*k’ Oso. L.UDIB,
J.O. Donntma, Sec'y.

V.

If

.

anthority for saying that a
better than riches,

auch would tempts

to filch

•• • thief

be desired.

We would

made an example of. We have good

take np too much apace to

into the

and
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chronicle each benefit to be derived by ington a few days ago, and from the indisthe improvement intended by the appro- criminate slaughter of good men wfdch
priation, for thousands of complaintshave

we aaw there, we were left in doubt as to

sirs sc

whether we were in a wholesale botcher

ns

L

shop or a pandemonium.— C^r. at Work.

on the occurrenceof the one-hundredthanniversary of onrVBxtemoiMba nation a grateful
acknowledgmentbe made to Almighty God for the
pTuteotinnand bouhtlea which He haa vouchsafed
to our beloved countof; I thereforeInvite the
good people of the Uonfu Slates on the approaching 4& day of July, to additionto the usual obeerrasoea With whutithey are accustomed to greet
tl* return Sf the day, further,In inch manner and
at such time as in their respective localitiesreligiouflaaeoclaaone may find ft most convenient, to
mark ita recurrence by some public religiousand
devout thanksgiving to AlmightyGod for the blessmgs which have been bestowedupon us as a nation
during the centenary of our existence,and humbly
to Invoke a continuanceof His favor, and of His
protection.
In witnees whereofI have hereunto s«t my hand
and caused the seal of the UnU«4 fitatto to 1 e afthat

(HE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.

NEW

resolutioninstructing the Committee on Privileges
THE
WOBLD’S FAIB.
and Elections to inquire whatiaws there are to
protectthe inviolabilitydf private dispatches,and The Argentine Republic— Free Araerlcawhat legialation la necessaryto protect the
•sms from seizure by unauthorteedand irre- The Originator of the Centennial Idea
sponsible pereons. to report by bill or
—Exhibitors Advertlsinff-TheTun 1b Ians
otherwise..‘..TheSenate, in ftltoutive ses— iMscella njr«
sion, confirmed toe nomination .of Lot X.
[By Our Own Coampondent.]
Morrill aafeeretaryof tho Treasury*... The Home
joint resolution anhbrizing the Secretary of the
mE ARGENTINB
.
Treasurv to Irene fffi.OOO.OOO
to silvercoin in exThe
Interest
taken
l y this progressive
South
change for legal-tenders,was passed. An amendment was added providing that the trade-dodar be American republio in our exhibitionjustifies

11

?’ ” “ No, I haven&” replied the
storekeeper. “But,” Je continued,

looking into the young man’s face, “ I’ve
got something that wm make that moustache of yours start out like boils in
spring-time.”
-j -

to

R»mua

not hereaftera legal tender.

me

House.— The House devoted the entire day to the
cousideration of the Sundry Civil Appropriation

Have you Charles Reade’s ‘Lost

Heir

L

m—

— _

THE FENIANS’ ESCAPE.

in giving a synopsisof the conditionof the

European Reports of the Escape of the
Convicts from Australia.

Republic. The Argentine Republio sends ns

specimens of silver,a large collectionof
bill
[Dublin (June 8) Cor. New York Herald.]
The Albany w® Soke^ecUdy depot,
Thursday, June 22.— Smote,— The Jfovto minerals,ores, crystal roofc gypqtun, cements,
The
readers of th* Herald knofr alfixed.
Mrs. Larvey McCaRtt ana font dularen
Appropriationbill was passed. The Increase made artificialmarble, lead, mineral waters ; also,
Done at the city of Washington,this 26th day of
ready that about four weeks ago a memowere badly bumad by a keroeene-lampexplo- June,
In the year of our Lord 1870, and of the in- bjAhe Senate over the House bill is $3,615,000,a de- wool and hides, and the products, salt, beef,
aion at Ogdembwg, N. J., laat week. The dependence of the United States of America the crease from the bill of last year of $896,000. An and tallow. Few of our people take notice of rial, signed|iby 138 members of Parliament (the great bulk of whom repreamendment was adopted intended to prohibit the
mother and one daughter have died, and the one hundredth.
U. S. Ghaut.
employment of large forces of laborersIn tho navy- the condition of our sister republio, hence a sented English and Scottish constituenother two children are in a precarious condition.
vards for politicalpurposes, by forbidding any brief note of this interestingcountry may be
GENERAL.
cies), was" presented to Air. Disraeli,
Increase of the working force just before PreaiTHE toEST.
Surgeon- General Barnes haa thoroughly dential or Congressionalelectionsexcept when the instructive.
praying him to advise the Queen to
The new directory of Chicago for 1876 ahowa examined Mr. Blaine’s case, and finds him suf- Secretary shall pnblidy make certificatethat the
The Argentine Republio— the confederation pardon the remnant of Fenian convicts
needs of the service demand such increase.
of the Rio de la Plata, or River of Silver, South
a total of 159,339 names, an increase of 7,199 fering from extreme nervous exhaustionand
who ore still detained under sentence
House.— The House devoted the entire day, and a America— is a federal union of fourteen provover 1875, and a gaih In populationof 25,172, from severe malarial poisoning.These feainces and three largo territories, covering an passed in 1867 and 1868. Mr. Disraeli
long
night
session,
to the Sundry Civil Appropriaaccording tq the usual rate of computation. tures of his case are complicated somewhat
refused to comply with the prayer of this
tion bill. An amendment was adopted, repealing almost unbroken plain of 1,200,000square
This give* a population of 540,000, in round with threatened organic troubles, and Gen.
miles, with a populationof about 2,000,000 in- memorial, alleging substantiallythat
Barnes
prescribes
absolute
reet
for
seveial
the
law
providing
for
the
registration
of
voters
in
numbers.. .WUliam Aden, the brute who murhabitants. It extends from 22 deg. south lati- these men were not politicalprisoners at
dered hie wife, hie step-daughter,
and a Mrs. weeks as the indispensablecondition of averting large cities in national elections.
tude to the straits of Magellan, and from 59
all, but convicts under charges against
Benton, at Cleveland. Onto, wae hung in that very serious consequences,and he orders that
Friday, June 23.— (Senate.— The Senate dis- deg. west longitudeto the Andes. ,
city last week.
.Seven prisonere broke out of, rest be taken In some Invigoratingair on the
cussed
throughout
the
day,
and
passed,
the
bill
to
Each
province
has
its own Legislature, courts the ordinary laws. There were, he said,
the penitentiary at Salt Lake, Utah, last week, sea-shore or mountains....Speaker Kerr has
amend the Enforcement act. The object of the of justice, and politicalgovernment ; but Tivil, about eleven of them soldiers who were
after capturing the guard, Becaring all their gone to the Rockbridge Alum Springs,Va.
present bill is to cure the defects in the originalact penal, and commercial laws are common to all
guns, pistols, and ammunition,along with ; Thk mystery about the famous “Favo" tele- ) ointed out by the decisions of the United States the provinces,codes of such laws having been undergoing punishment for mutiny.
Eight of those soldiers had been sent out
three horses, and escaped. Harrison Carter,
gram to Caldwell, in London, dictatingthe Supreme Court to the Grant parish (La.) and Ken- issued by the Congress of the confederation.
acting as cook in the penitentiary, was fatally
tucky cases.
The Presidentof the republicis elected for a to Australia, but two had been since libBlaine exculpatorydispatch that was cabled to
shot.
House.— The House devoted the entire day, as term of six years by the representatives
of the erated ; so there only remained six “ who
Chicago elevators, as per official retains, the Judiciary Committee, IS at last partially well as evening session, to the Sunday Civil Ap- provincee.and is not eligible for re-election. we not free in that courtry. They are
cleared up. A young man named Reed, a
The Vice President,elected in the same man- in a position very different from that of
contain1,299,371hnshek of wheat ; 1,428,138 former clerk of Caldwell, acknowledgesthe propriation bill.
Saturday, June 24.— (Senate.— Allison, from ner, fills the officeof Chairmanof the Senate, other persons undergoing sentence of
boflhelBof corn ; 315,057bushels of oats ; 53,- authorship.*He does not know, however, how
but has otherwise no political power. The
223 bushels of rye; and 819,688 bushels of Mr. Blaine learned that the JudiciaryCommit- the Committeeon Appropriation!, reported with
President to commander-in-chief of the troops, penal servitude. ” Mr. Disraeli’s refusal
barley, making a grand total of 3,415,477 tee had receivedthe dispatch.
amendmentsthe House bill making appropriation and appoints to all civil, militaryand judicial caused great disappointment to the Irish
bushels, against5,730,263 bushelsat this period
Edwards Pierhkpont, the new Minister to for the support of the army for the fiscalyear end- offices ; but he and his mintotersareeresponsible Nationalists. But we are not concerned
ing June »0, 1877. The bill, aa reported, strikes
last year.... A San Francisco dispatch anEngland, sailed from New York for his poet ont all the new legislationrelatingto salaries in- for their acts, and liable to impeachment be- with that just now. The most interestnounces the destructionby fire of the Bay City
corporatedin the House bill,and makes the ap- fore the Senate by accusationof the House of
last week.
Sugar Refinery. Total loss, $350,000.
ing feature of the case was that at the
propriationfor the present force of the army, Representatives. Legislativepower is vested
A new pest, in the shape of a small black
FOUTICAL.
25,000 men, instead of the reductions of the House in a Senate,of members elected by the provin- moment when he was so doggedly refus.... After the trannaction of some business of an
fly, has made its appearancein Southern
cial legislatures, two from each province, and a ing to release those unfortunate men
The New Hampshire Legislaturehas elected bill
unimportantnature, the Senate went into executive
House of Representatives,elected by the peo- they were quite beyond his controL
Minnesota, and is giving the farmers much E. H. Rollins (Rep.) United States Senator in session,and soon after adjourned.
ple, and apportioned to each province accord- They had, in fact, escaped.
uneasiness. It has gone to work vigorously the place of Mr. Cragin.
House.— The House was In sessionnearly the
mg to population. The Senators hold their
on the wheat, attacking the roots and base of
Last Monday the rumor reached Dubwhole of Friday night, discussing the amendments office for nine years, and the Representatives
, The Republicans of Maine, at the State Conthe stalk. When first attacked the wheat
lin, but it was receivedwith absoluteinto the PostofliceAppropriation bill. The members for three.
turns yellow, and soon withers np and dies. vention last week, nominated Gov. Connor for
credulity. Confirmation,however, came
FREE AMERICA.
The recent rains have, to some extant, inter re-electionto the gubernatorial chair, and assembledat noon to-day,and, to the absence of the
Spesker pro tern. (Cox), elected Ssyler temporary
No one will questionthe toleration of Ameri- quickly from three distinct sources. The
fered with the operations of the insect; but it
adopted a resolutionstrongly indoreing Mr. Speaker, and immediat^y after adjourned.
cans and the freedom of action extended to all,- news has reached the London Times ;
is feared this relief will not prove permanent
Blaine, and recommending him as the succesMonday, June 26 — Senate. —Logan, from when examiningthe beautiesof the Spanish
the Plymouth Western News, a wellDibcoubaghto reports reach us regardingthe sor of Mr. Morrill in the United States Senate.
the Committee on Military Affairs, reportedthe department, to see Spanish soldiers on guard,
ravages of the chineh bug and the Hessian fly ....The President haa nominsted William J.
not
apparently
under
any
rigorous
discipline, informed paper on colonial topics, had
House bill to equalize bounties of soldiers in the
Hoppin, of New York, to be Secretaryof Leyet sauntering about the precincts of their com- it ; an Irish priest, stationed in the colin the wheat fields of Northwestern Illinois,
late war for the Union. The bill Is amended by
gation at London ; James Dav, of New Jersey,
mission and eyeing with Arguaian optics the ony of Western Australia, at Freemanstriking
oat
from
the
list
of
beneficiaries
all
sailors
Western Wisconsin, Northern Iowa and South- Second Secretary ; George Fisher, United
and marines, slaves and Indians, and also by omit- valuableexhibits. All this with their side arms tie, the very scene of the occurrence,
ern Minnesota.
States Attorney for Delaware.
ting the requirementthat bounties received under a on and in full uniform. If this is not liberty
had written home to his mother an acThe distillerswho had been convictedof and
Stale law shall be deducted from the total of $8.72 and the extensionof national courtesy to forFOREIGN.
count of it, which is evidentlytruthful.
for
each
month
of
service
provided
by
the
bill....
pleaded guilty to frauds against the Governeigners, I don't understand the term.
The London papers sharply criticise the The Army Appropriation bill was passed, as amendTHE ORIOUTTAOR OF THE CENTENNIALIDEA
Tho substance of all three narratives
ment were sentencedat Chicago last week. policy of the British Government in releasing ed by the Senate committee. It strikes out the
is the Secretary, Hon. John L. Campbell, who is this : On Easter Monday, April 17,
A. C. Hesing received two years in the county the Louisvilleforger, Brent.... A Cairo dis- first eight sections of tho House bill, reducing and
reorganizingthe army, and most of the other in suggestions,followed np by stirring, epis- during the temporary absence of tho
jail, and $5,000 fine ; George T. Burroughs,
patch save that Acounts of alleged defeats amendments are supplementaryto this. The bill tolary appeals, formed the first original thoughts
one year and $3,600 : O. B. Dickinson and Jonchief officers of the convict depot at
increases tho appropriation
about $3,000,000 over to the grand project that to now one of the wonathan Abel, each three months in jail and of the fegyptians by the Abyssiniansare the House bill, and follows quite closely the revised ders of the world. The honorable Secretaryto Freemantle,six Fenian prisoners sucofficially contradicted. The war terminated on
$1,000 fine; Simon Powell, six months and
estimates of SecretaryTaft. It is $1,000,000 less
a man of quick perceptivefaculties and sound ceeded in withdrawing to a place about a
$3,000; “Buffalo” Miller, the same; the 9th of March last, and no fighting has oc- than the. bill of last year.
judgment,and a man every way worthy to mile off. Here they changed clothes,
curred since.
H. J. Pahlman, D. G. Rush, Philo
Hotwc.— The Home passed the bill authorizing receive the praise due him for his sagacityin
The great plague continues Its ravages in
and, getting into fast traps, which were
P. Hutchins and David Cochrane, each
the constructionof a pontoon-bridge
across the presenting the world with one of its most
three months in jail and $1,000 fine ; \Viiliam Asiatic Turkey. During the month of May
in readiness, they drove off to Rockiugstartling
beauties,
and
certainly
one
of
ita
most
Mississippi from LaOrosse to Houston county,
Cooper, three months and $200 ____ The
ham, a place on the sea-coast about nineinstructive
thoughts.
there were 1,122 death from this cause iu the Minn....KassonIntroduced a Joint resolutionpro400th anniversary of the Battle of Murten,
EXHIBITION ADVERTISING,
teen miles from Freemantle. A boat
viding that, when the two Houses adjourn on Satcity
of
Bagdad.
There
are
also
Teports
of
which gave to Switzerland her independence,
Sitting by a gentleman, on a street car en
urday, the 1st of July, it shall be to meet on
was celebratedwith enthusiasmby the Swiss cholera in that region ____ The mother of the Tuesday, July 4, at Independence Hall, route lor the grounds with a package on his was waiting for them, and in it they were
able to reach and get on board the Catand German populationof Chicago, on Sunday late Sultan of Turkey to accused in some quar- Philadelphia, there to consider a Joint resolution
lap that seemed to disturb him, I looked an inters of being at the bottom of the late assassilast.
commemorative of the Centennialanniversaryof quiry. “ These are more circulars, 30,000, air. alpa, an American whaler, that was lying
nation of the Government officials m that coun- American independence.... Neal Introduced a
THE SOUTH.
to twelve miles off the land. A revenue
try. She is said to have instigated Hassan, the bill to repeal the Kesumption act, and calledfor the Since the opening, I am doing all I can to adEx-SxcbetabyBristow arrived at his home assassin, to perfotm the bloody deeds, and to previous question. The House refused to second vertise my bnsiness."Poor fellow, of the cutter came off to the whaler, but was
80.000 circularsabout 29,000 are gathered by not allowed to search her. And so, it is
in Louisvilleone day last week, and in the have aided him by spying ont the movements the call by a vote of 77 to 100 ____ An effort was made
to pass the President’s resolutioncontinuingthe childrenwho take a card or circular from each
of
the
War
Minister,
whose
life was plotted
evening an immense crowd of his friends and
enrrent appropriations into the next fiscal year, and exhibitor's basket to take home for souvenirs. presumed,that the prisonerswhom Mr.
•gainst and destroyed.
until the regular appropriation bills are passed, but
neighbors called on him informallyand gave
Matrons take them for their children, the aver- Disraeli passionatelyrefused to let go
The news from Turkey again causes fears the motion was defeated— 55 to 112.... The bill for age visitor takes them to show his interest in were already far beyond the clutches of
him a hearty welcome to his old Kentucky home.
the relief of Edward O’M. Condon was passed.
The receptionwas participated in by men of All that war will break out between Servia and
things generally, newspaper men may take a British law.
parties.
clean backed one for an incidental memorandum.
Turkey. Southern Hungary is furnishingsolHere among the Nationalist party
Ten thousand exhibitors who will average 5,000
' WASHINGTON.
EXTBADITION.
diers for the Servian army.... The English
circularseach, 50,000,000circulars, $1,750.00 there is great exultation, not merely from
The action of the Senate in the impeachment press and Parliament are sorely worried about
The President Officially Announcestne first installment, $1,500.00 of which is lost, but the escape of the prisoners, but also at
case of Gen. Belknap indicates pretty clearly the extradition
*
Abrogation of the Extradition Treaty as job printers must live, I’ll not continue the the fact that fate had beforehand given
that the adjournment of Cangrees is yet far in
damaging argument against circulars. OneSeventeen persons were killed and thirtywith Great Britain.
the haughty Premier such a slap in the
fourth of the money invested in legitimate
the future, the contingency being that the seven injured by a railwayaccident between
President
Grant
last week sent to Con- newspapers would produce eue hundred times face. •
session, with a short recess, may last all sum- Saragossa and Barcelona, Spain, a few days ago.
gress a message respecting the extradi- greater results than the circular system.
mer. The ''Senate has decided to go on
The news from Mexico indicatesclearly the tion treaty with Great Britain. After
THE TUNISIANS.
Their* Ages.
with the. jtrial on ths 6th of July,
The authorities closed the Tunisian pavilion
and that It would be illegal to pro- approaching defeat of the revolutionaryex- stating at length the provisionsof the
The following are the ages of the
for two days owing to tho exactionsof the genceed during the recess of Congress. In periment of Gen. PorfirioDiaz, and the tritreaty, and criticising the action taken tlemen from the Barbary States, for it seems prominent candidates at the Cincinnati
other words, it decides that it cannot proceed
umph of order and of PresidentLerdo de by the British Government in the Wins- that of Morocco, Algiers, Tunis, and Tripoli Convention:
except in the presence of the Hous?. The
Tejada in the electionwhich will be held on low and Brent cases, the President says
none seem so Turkish-likein their speculative
propositionto postpone the trial until next fall
James G. Blaine, bom in Washington
the 10th of Jnly next. ... A Berlin dispatch to
propensitieeas the Tunisians. The fact ifc,
was voted down by a very large majority ; and,
It is with extreme regret that I am now called
county, Pa., January 31, 1830.
the London Times says the Bt. Petersburg
jliese
gentlemen
labor
under
the
impression
upon to announce to you that Her Majeety’H
as the House cannot adjourn without the conGolas, a Ministerial organ, threatens that
Benjamin H. Bristow, bora in Todd
Government has finally releasedboth of these That this being a free country,they can do as
sent of the Senate, both branches of Congress
Russia will set all Europe in a blaze to prevent
fugitives, Winslow and Brent, and set them at they please. This error in judgmentthe man- county, Ky., July 11, 1832.
will be held at the National Capital until the
the subjectionof kindred tribes in the coming
tedioustrial is brought to an end.
liberty,thus omitting to comply with the pro- agement have unclouded, and from henceforth
Roscoe Conkling, bora at Albany, N.
strife ____ The Durham (England) colliers,by a
you can enter the Tunisian pavilion and go out
Treasurer New has written a letter to the vote of 20,000 to 16,00u, have accepted an ar- visions and requirements of the treaty under without the compulsoryprocess of “You no Y., October 30, 1820.
which extradition of fugitive criminals to made
Oliver P. Morton, born in Wayne
President asking to be relieved from official bitration in the question of wages ____ Foreign
between the two Governments. The poeition buye coffee you no staye here.”
advices report that the Powers are exerting some
county, O., August 4, 1823.
MISCELLANY.
duties to the 14th of Jnly....ThePresident
thus taken by the British Government, if adpressure to check the hostile movements of
The formal dedication of the site of the monuRutherford B. Hayes, bora at Delahas sent the following nominations to the Sen- Servia ____ London dispatchesassert the exist- hered to, cannot but be regarded as the abroment to the memory of Bishop Allen, the first ware, O., October 4, 1822.
ate: James A. Williamson,Iowa, Commissioner ence of aserions disagreement in the Cabinet gation and annulment of the article of the
coloredBishop of America, occurred last Week.
of the General Land Office; W. L Wilson, of on the Eastern question.Lord Derby to report- treaty on extradition. Under these circumJohn F. Hartranft,bom in Montgomstances, it will not, in my judgment,com- It iiflocated north of the west end of MachineMinnesota, Surveyor General of Minnesota.
ed to be dissatisfied with Disraeli's policy, and
ery countv, Pa., December 6, 1830.
ry
Hail.
The
base
has
been
laid
for
the
The manager of the Western Union Tele- to supported by the Chancellor of the Exohe- port with the dignity or self-respect of this monument The monoment itself will be placed
Marshall Jewell, bora at Winchester,
Governmentto make demands upon that
graph Company at Philadelphiawas before the
Government for the surrenderof fugitive in poeition this week. It was carved in Italy. N/ H., October 20, 1828.
criminals, nor to entertain any requisitionof The colossal statue of Washington will be placed
judiciaryCommittee the other day, and prothat characterfrom that Governmentunder the in front of the Judges’ Pavilion. It is supFOBTY-FOUBTH CONGBESS.
duced, under protest,the original dispatch
treaty. It will be a cause of deep regret if a posed that there will be 200 eminent authors m
sent to Caldwell,in London, telling him to
THE MARKETS.
treaty which has been thus beneficialin its attendance at a meeting on the 2d of July to
telegraphto the committee an exculpationof
Tuesday, June 20.— .Senate,— In response to
practical operations,which has worked so well take steps to write the history of each of the
Mr. Bsune. The dispatch was without a a resolutionadopted by the Senate some time ago,
NEW YQRK.
and so efficiently,and which, notwithstanding great spirits connected with a movement that
signature, and the, gentleman who brought it
Beevei ............................
9
10*
the Secretary Bent in a lilt of the defaulters to the the exciting and, at the same tune, violent and John Adams said was the most remarkable epoch
Hook— Dressed.... ...... ..........8 00 3 8 75
to the officeand pud the chargee,$57.72, in
poUtic&l disturbancesof whiph both countries in the history of America, The committee will Ootton .................. ........ 12
Government
for the past forty years, together with
12*
reply to the request of one of the clerks to
the amount of the defalcations...The- Finance have been the scene during its existence, has celebrate the anniversaryof the' presentation Flour— Superfine Western ........ 8 40 a 4 25
leave his address, said it was not necessary, and
Committee reportedfavorably on the House joint given rise to no complaints on the part of of the resolutions of Richard Henry Lee, Wheat-No. 1 Chicago ...... ...... 112 a i is
smilingly left thename of “John Smith.” Col resolutionauthorizingthe iasue of $l0,00u,000
June 7th, 1776. One of the most attractive en- Oobn— Mixed Western .............52
fio
Tom Scott was examined, and denied the au- In silver coin in exchange for legal-tender either Government against either its spirit or gines on the floor of tho machinery building to O AT8— N o. 2 Chicago ...........
. 39
40#
its
provisions,
should
be
abruptly
terminathorshipof the telegram.
notes..,.Wright reported back from the
Hvi— Western ............. ....... . 84
so
a nickel-plated noiseless engine from Connectited.
It
haa
tended
to
the
protection
of
Coiumitteethe House bill to repeal the
Pork— New Mess .................19 30 ai9 35
The House of Representativeshas passed Judiciary
cut.
It
can
be
placed
in
a
hogshead,
and
to
society,
and
to
the
general
interests
of
both
Bankrupttow, and recommended that it be postponed
LABD-Steam .....................
11
ntf
bills for two much-neededimprovementsin until the first day of the next session.So ordered. countries. Its violation or annulment would worth $1,000.
CHICAGO.
Texas
has
sent
a
water
wheel,
car
starter,
Washington—a new pavement for Pennsylva- ....The Senate devoted nearly all the afternoon and be a retrograde step in internationalinterBeeves— Choice Graded Steers.... 5 00 a 6 20
the evening session to the consideration of the In- course. I have been anxious, and have made sharpening file, glass cutter, road engine. A
Chdco Natives ............ 4 65 a 4 90
nia avenue, and a new government for the dian Appropriation bill.
Cows and Heifers.........2 75
3 75
effortsto enlarge ita scope, and to make a new pair of wheels is shown from Boston, that ran
district.
.Hop. Lot M. Morrill, of Maine, ha*
House.—The Committeeon the Freedmen’sBank treaty which would be a still more efficient between Boston and New York, making a
Good Second-class Steers.. 4 50 @ 4 60
been appointed by the President Secretaryof
Medium to Fair .......... 4 25 a 450
reported resolutionsrecommendingthe indict- agent for the punishment and prevention of milage of 460,000 miles, and are yet good for
the Treasury,vide Bristow, resigned.
Boos— Lire ........ ............
5 75 a o is
ment
of Gon. O. O. Howard, Henry D. Cooke and crime ; at the same time I have felt it my duty 75.000 miles additional. They have been re- Floub— Fancy White Whiter ...... 6 75 a 7 50
An order has been issued to the Secretaryof
duced by trimming % of an inch, have worn
to
decline
to
entertain
a
proposition
made
by
other managers of the Institution.... The bill to
Good to Choice Spring Ex.. 5 25 a 5 62*
War relieving Gen. Schofieldfrom the com- equalizethe bounties of aoldiers was passed. Great Britain, pending its refusal to'executejthe out two pairs of axles, and are now on a third. Wheat-No.
........................ 1 03Jtf$ 1 05
Brazil
haa
twenty-four
cases
containing
500
mand of the Military Division of the Pacific, Imder its provisions all enlisted men, soldiers, existingtreaty, to amend it by practicallyconNo. 3 Spring ..............
89
90
bugs .and insects each, aggregating 12,000, Corn— No. .....
sailors, and marines, are to be allowed $8.33^ per ceding by treaty the identicalconditions which
46M@ 46*
and assigoiag him to the command of the
SO
mouth for the period of service between the 12th
neatly pinned in their mausoleumsto its floors, Oats— No. ........................ 29)i@
Weet Point* Military Academy, relievingCol. of April, 1861, and the 9th of May, 1865, deducting that' Government demands under its act of
69
Bye-No.
........................
C8
&
among
her
specialties.
Some
of
the
Byron
Roger. Gen. McDowell will take command of all bountiespreviously paid under United States Parliament "i'''
Barley— No. 2,..., ............
67 @ 58
In addition to the impossibility of the United strawberriesexhibited measure four and a half Butter— Creamery. ................ 20 @
25
the Military Division of the Pacific. The Di- or State laws. The bill is not to apply to subinches
in
circumference.
The
students
of
the
12*
Eoas— Fresh ............ ......... “ @
vision of the South will be discontinued. The stitutes, or men who were discharged on States entering upon negotiations under the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, camped
Departmentof the South will bo under the their own application for other cause than dis- menanoe of an intended violation or a refusal on the grounds of the University,occupying Fork— Mess. .......... ,•.,.........•1900 @19 20
abilityincurred in the service,nnleai such dis- to execute the terms of an existing treaty, I
Lard ..............................H*
command of Ool. Roger.
charge was obtained with a view to re-enllstment deemed it inadvisableto treat of only the one 18$ tents. The two cheeses from Buffalo,
ST. LOUIS.
The Sergeant-at-Arma of the Senate has or to accept promotion, or to persons discharged amendment proposedby Great Britain, while N. Y., weigh, the one twelve and the other four- Wheat-No. 2 Bed Winter.
........ 1 49 9 1 &4
on the ground of minority....The Wll relating to
teen tons. ' They are twelve feet high, and Cqbn— Western Mixed .............tty's 43
served soap twenty-five subpmnss on persons
land patents was passed. It provides that all the United States desires an enlargement of
bound with iron hoops.
Oats—
........ ..........
^
in Washingtonto appear as witnesses for the patents for lands which have been or may be issued the list of crimes for which extraditionmay be
68
...... 67
The largest propellor wheel to from Philadel- Bye— No. .........
asked, and other improve mente which expeshall in all actions to recover the title or possess km
ai9
75
defense of Gen, Belknap. Among the number
Fork— Mess ..........
I® *'9
of land have the same effect as If issued to the rience has shown might ba embodiedin a new phia. This city also displays valuablemachinejo*
Lard ............................."
are Mr. RiggO, the backer, several army offiry
in
turbine
water
wheels.
The
hose
carparty entitled thereto at the time such party was ireaty,.
a 5 75
..............................
cers, and a n amber of private dtipeha, who will p» mar be authorized to nuke any proof of aright
a 4 75
It Is for the wisdom of Congress to deter- nages of the Quaker City are beantifol. New Cattle.
be asked by BeOknap's counsel to teatlfy in his to such patent....A bill In relation to judgment
mine whether the article of the treaty relating York sends a section of the Groton aqueduct
MILWAUKEE.
liens
was
pasaed....
Bills
were
also
pasted
to
prefavor. The subpcenaa’for
persons at a distance
to extradition to to be any longer regarded as pipe; it to seventy-two inches in diameter,and Wheat— Na 1....
from WashingtonBaVe not been served, and vent the sale and use of adulterated and explosive
No. 2....
Illuminatingoils, and authorizing the construction obligatory on the Government of the United should be examined by all municipal heads,
most of them probably will not be served until
who confine themselves to pipes of ten or Corn— No. ......
of a pootooor bridge across the Mhsissippielver, States, or m forming part of tito supreme law
after the trial begimi.
fwm some point In Buffalo county, Wis., to some pf tho land. Shonhi tbs attitude of the British twenty inches. The thirty-eightvarieties of Oat»— No. ......
The President has nominated Henry P. point in Winona county, Minn..,. Randall, Chalr- Government remain unchanged, I shall not, grindstones on exhibitionvary in price from RTB- « »
No. 2.. >«••«/
of tiuCommltteeon Appropriations, reported
McCormick United States District Attorney man
without the expreesionof the wish of Congress $1.25 to $125.00. Massachusetts shows amon
the Sundry Civil Appropriation bill (the last genCINCINNATI.
her saws, the best collection on the ground,
for the Western District of Pennsylvania, and eral appropriation Ml«. Ordered printed,i„ The that I should do so, take..W, “ton* either in
Wheat
specimen circular 100 inches in diameter. There
making
or
granting
requisitions
for
the
surC. Waters forUhitad States DistrictAttorney
Cobh .........
render of fugitive crtminU# under the treaty to an extensivedisplay of blooming enginesand Oats..,. ......
for the Eastern District of Arkansas,
blast
furnaces
in
Machinery
Hall.
The
fat
boy
$12,076,571)., ...Biddio Introduced a bill to repeal the
of
Respectfullysubmitted.
Bye..... .....
....... A
The President issued the following procla- ten per cent, tax on notes of State banks.
has arrived ; he to fifteen years of age, five Pork— Mess.. ..... ..... .......... 19 76
U. 8. Grant.
mation on the 26th ult.
feet four inches high, and weighs 475 lbs. Lard ............................. 13
, Wednesday, June 21.— Senate.— -AUtodn,
TOLEDO.
The Centennial sanlvewirvof the day oh which from the Committee on Indian Affaire, reported
J. B.
San Francisco has a matrimonial buWheat— Extra .....................i 82
the people of the fftotod6i*W hectored their fight
Amber .......
..... 18
back the House bill to tratieferthe office of Gom- reau With separate departments for genThat
'J Cobh.. ............................ 48
miwrfoner of Indlari Affaire from the Interior to the tlemen and ladies. The photographs of
SlJtfC
tion. The foondw* ft the Government atlto birth War Department,and recommended that it bedpost- lady clients are hung np in the gentleHo was a very young man. A few Oats-No. .......................
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
and in its feebleneie invoked the blcRPingtand pro-' poned until the firstThursday after the first Monday
stray hairs upon his lip attested the fact Hogs— Yorkers ...... ..... ...... 6 00 ® 6 20
men’s
Plnladelphiaf.,,,,,........4 26 d 6 49
ot people have expanded to
fee for one mouth's effort on the part of that he was engaged in a deadly struggle
nies
Cattle— Best ....... .............S 25 Q 5 35
and numbera commanding Appropriation bill waa passed by the Senate, after the bureau is $6, told If the effort is un- with a moustache. He went into a vaMedium .................4 75 A 6 00
a podtion which then waa asserted,and (or which striking out the clause transferring the Indian Bu4 15 3 4 25
riety store and said to the proprietor, Sheep .............................
fervent prayers were then offered. It leems fitting reau to the War Departmeut. ..Morton offered a successful the money is refunded.
’
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first time observed the

crowd of spectators,
each holding his sides and ready to explode

MICHIGAN ITEMS.
The First Regiment of
camp at Jackeon July 81 ;
Rapids, August

7

;

with laughter,which

State militia will enthe Second at

Grand

ground. The Governor saw the joke, and
and the fun so
contagious,that he Joined heartily in the merriment of the crowd, though it was at bis own

the situation was so ridiculous,

At a recent Immersion in Bear Lake, some
the boys lingeredafter the ceremony,

took a

a force that

the

and the Third at Gross Isle,

August 14.

of

all did, art th

shook the house, as he dropped the sliver to

and

of them, Calvin Burkett, expense.

swim. One

“I

aged fifteen, was drowned.

acknowledge the

‘sell,’ gentlemen,’

said he, as soon as he could speak from laugh-

The

planing mill

at

Oakley, Saginaw county

ing. “It was

owned by Philip Mickle,and operated by Saekrider A Hoffman, was burned last Saturday.

right cleverlydone, and I’ll pay

the penalty. As soon as this sale Is over

we

will all adjourn to Donahue’s for refresh-

Loss, $3,000. No insurance.

ments."

The Fort Wayne and Jackson rifie teams have
been engaged in a series of matches, which
have resulted in victories for Fort Wayne, the

And they did.

HORRIBLE BARBARITY,
ber of wounded embarrassed the Indian
chief. He had most of the killed and all
The Dreadful War In the Eait-Turklsk
Gen, Crook Meets Sitting Ball and His of the injured strapped to horses and
Atrocities— Thtrtr-eevenBulgarian VilBraves In Battle Array-A Desperate carried off. The Sioux then broke and
lage# Destroyed, and from 8,000 to 80,000
ran
in
a
northwesterly
direction,
but
deFight, in Which Neither was Signally
Llree Sacrificed. , <
spite all their efforts the Snakes and
Victorious— The Killed and Wounded.
London, June 26.— The Daily Newt
[From the Chicago Times.]
Crows took thirteen scalps. InformaCbook’s Expedition, Rosebud Cbiei Camp,)
publishes
a letter from its Contion reached Crook that tne Indian vilMontane, June 17, via Fort Fettmuan,
stantinople
correspondent, dated June
lage
was
deserted,
and
he
immediately
Wyoming, Jnne 23. )
Pursuant to order, this entire command, sent Capt. Nickerson, of the staff, to 16, giving the details of atrociBulgaria by
excepting 100 men, left with Maj. Furey countermarch.This was done very re- ties committed
the
Bashi
Bazouks,
Turkish
irregular
luctantly.
The
command
faced
southto defend our wagon train, broke camp
on Goose Creek, at dawn on June 16, ward once more. Sitting Bull fought to troops. The writer says : “All movand, accompanied by the Snake and Crow cover the retreat of his women and chil- able property has been plundered,
Indians, marched over forty miles that dren, which was rapidly accomplished. houros and vill^es burned, and old
day, and halted for the night in Montana He also hoped to beat Crook in open men. women and children indiscrimifight, but the command slept on the field nately slaughtered, _ Itis estimatedthat
Territory.
the province,which has heretofore
Our whole force, including the In- of battle.
yielded
to the Government an annual
dians, was in the neighborhood of 1,200
Oar ammunition was failing,our ramen. We had been halted aliout one tions nearly out. The Indians could revenue of $4,000,000,will not pay onehour, our horses unsaddled and grazing, not then be gui prised, so it was decided quKto* of that sum this year, or for
the tug of war.

.

>-

in

The State's Wards.
The
third
annual abstractof statisticalinlast one by a score of 258 to. 248.
formation relative to the insane, deaf, dumb,
The planing-mill of Allen A Hale, at Lansing,
and blind in the State of Michigan, is now when at 8:30 this morning the report of to rely on our^ase of supplies and re- y eara 1° oome* Various estimates place
was consumed by fire last Sunday night. Supof Uvea sacrifices at from
firearms was distinctly heard from be- enperato. Gen. Crook i. now eatieBed the number
--fr"rn
posed incendiary. Loss, $25,000. Engine and printed, constitutinga book of 138 large pages.
hind
the
northern
bluffs
in the direction that the Sioux can and will fight. They 8,000 to 80,000. The correspondent
bdiler partially saved. Insurance about $4,000. It is compiled from official reports in the Secof the canon. Soon afterwardthe Snake are better armed than his own soldiers. named thirty-seven villagesknown to
retary of State’soffice. The followingsumAt a recent session of the Board of Superand Crow scouts came running over the Of the latter it must be said that braver have been destroyed. Among the refumary of the report is taken from the Lansing
visors of Tuscola county the Town of Millinghill to inform Crook that Sitting Bull, men neverfaoed an enemy. Thev would gees, the number of whom is very
Republican: Returns have been received
with his whole available force of Sioux, charge the Sioux to the gates of hell had small, there is not a girl over ten years
ton was incorporated. G. P. Gould, Joel Beckfrom 1,116 of the 1,159 townships and wards was advancing in quick time to attack
of age. In the village ef Serustitza, in
with and A. H. Hoover were appointed Inthey been allowed. The action occupied
In the State. The totals of the several classes
us iu camp. Two companies of the five hours. Following a list of our killed the districtof Phillippopolis, 1,600 perapectors, and an electionwas ordered the 17th
sons are known to nave been killed.
are as follows • Insane, 1,006; deaf and dumb, Second Cavalry and the same numandwotmded:
of July next.
530; dumb, 92, and blind 401. In 1874 the totals ber of infantry were ordered to deploy
D Company — Sergt. O’Donnell, se- This village consisted of 400 houses, and
News has just been receivedof the sudden
were: Insane, 804; deaf and dumb, 357; as skirmishers and support the Indian verely wounded. I Company— Sergt was prosperousand peaceful. Every
and mysteriousdeath of Richard Garlock, of
pickets. Hardly had they reached the Meagher, seriously injured; one private house has been burned, and all the indumb, 11; and blind, 303.
Richfield, Genesee county. He was a wealthy
habitants have been killed, except a few
All but three pages of the report is occupied crest when volley after volley from the slightly wounded.
farmer and lived alone, and strong suspicions
women and children, who took refuge
Sioux
announced
that
the
fight
had
comThird Cavalry, First Battalion, E Comby tabular matter. Tables I. to VII. inclusive
in Phillippopolis, and some women who
of foul play are Entertained. Investigationis
menced
in
earnest
From
our
camp
we
pany-Private
Henry
Harold,
dangergive the statistics of insane persons. Table
in progress.
could see the enemy swarming in crowds ously wounded. I Company— Killed, were carried off by the Bashi Bazouks.
III. gives the assigned causes of insanityas
These cruelties have made great impresWilliam Kehb, Superintendent of Schools follows: Previous attacks, hard study, natural npon the higher range of bluffs in every privates Wm. Allen and Eugene Flynn;
sion at Constantinople,and the English
direction
on
a
line
of
at
least
two
miles.
wounded,
Sergt
Grosoh,
severely;
Corin Hamilton, Gratiotcounty,was recently fined cripple, sexual excesses, religious excitement,
Ambassador has intervenedwith the
$15 for disturbing a school. The school- spiritualism, jealousy, infidelityof wife, home- They were all mounted, and fired with poral Cardy, severely; privates Smith,
Government to pat an end to them.
ma'am says he sat with his feet on top of the sickness, disappointedaffections, trouble, gen- wonderfulrapidity. Maj. Randall, our Linskoski, O’Brien, Stewart and Reilly,
Chief
of Scouts, aided by Lieut Bourke, severely. M Company — Wounded, Budesks and across the aisle, creating a laugh eral deviiiahness.climacteric, prolonged lactaPresidential Votes.
rallied our friendly Indians and led them gler Snow, dangerously.
among the scholars,and then demanded order tion, fits, tuberculosis,raising a largo family,
to attack the center of the Sioux. The
Second Battalion—Wounded, Ool. Guj
The followingtable shows the vote for
in school. The teacher told him to behave
brutal treatment at Andereonville,abuse, un- latter received them with successive vol- V. Henry, commandingbattalion, and
the different candidates for .President
himself first, and then she could keep order
goverued temper, excessive pride, defective leys, and, after a gallant fight, Randall’s Captain of D Company, dangerously.
since the formation of the Government:
He replied,“You are gettingpretty big, ain’t
training, could not make money fast enough, redskinswere compelled to keep within B Company— Wounded, private Jacob
Popular Etoetoral
you ? If you are too big for your shoes, I will
vote. vote.
shelter of the lower range of hills, the Stiener, severely. L Company— Killed, Year.
etc. «
George Washington.. Unanimous
get you a new pair.” She dismissedthe school,
Tables XL. to LIII. inclusive relate to blind number of Sioux opposed to them being Sergt. Nankerclfen; privates Mitchell,
John Adams
71
and the Superintendent annulled her certifiThonua Jefferson...
69
Connor, Mannett, and Potts; wounded,
persons.Concerning these the same particu- overwhelming.
73
Observing this state of affairs,Col. Sergt. Cook, severely; private Krazmer, 1800 — Thomas Jt (Tenon.
cate.
lars are reported as are of all the other classes
Aaron Rurr..
73
Royall
ordered
the
first
battalion
of
the
severely;
private
Edwards,
seriously.
John Adams...
65
The Sheriff of Clinton county has received —conjugal condition, mental condition, health,
148
Third Cavalry, consisting of A, E, I and F Company— Killed, Sergt. Marshall, 1804— Thomas
notice of the arrest of Robert E. Davis and his habits, places of abode, bow supported, estate,
O. C. Pinckney .....
28
M
companies
under
Col. Mills, to advance, private Gilbert Roe; wounded, private
wife, Lida Davis, in the State of Maryland. income, etc. Among the causes assigned in
1808— Janies Madison
122
mounted, and charge the central bluffs, Town, severely;create Fischer,severeO. C. Pinckney
... 47
They are charged with the death of Hugh Aber- the State for blindness are intemperance,.tak128
so as to drive back the enemy in that di- ly; private Rutlen, slightly. Fourth 1812— James Madison
nethy by poison, in March last. It appears that ing cold, ague, medicine given for fever, bad
De Witt GUntou
89
rection. This order was executed with Infantry, D Company— Private James 1816— James Monroe .......
183
Abernethy lived alone, on his farm of forty acres, treatment as baby, etc.
34
Rufus Kiug ..........
a brilliancy and celerityseldom equaled, A. Devine, private John H. Terry, pri
about three miles from St. Johns, and had deThe whole report under review is not only under a sweeping hostile fire, which vate Rithard Flynn, all severelywound 1820— James Mouroe ....... Rut one electoral voto
in opposition.
positedin the care of a third party a deed of this of matters of peculiar interest, but profitable
made a volcano of the plateau between ed.
105,821
84
1824— .John Q. Adams ......
property, in favor of Davis, with no apparent for study. Even a few minutea’ perusalwould the lower bluffs above our camp and the
99
156,872
Andrew Jacknou .....
Shoshone Snake Indians— Killed, one
44,282
41
W. H. Crawford ......
consideration other than Abernethy’s support render almost any one more intelligent and higher ones occupied by Sitting Bull.
warrior; wounded, four warriors, se46,687
87
Henry Olay ...........
during life. He died after an illness of two cautiousas to the sources of those incurable ail- The battalion charged at full gallop verely.
647,231
178
1828— Andrew Jackson .....
509,097
83
Q. Adams .......
days, and, a week or ten days after, Davis,
with fierce ringing cheers, halted for a
Crow Indians — Wounded, three war- 1832— John
ments.
687,602
219
Andrew Jsckuou .....
hearing that he was suspected,fled from the
moment to pour in a withering volley, riors, one mortally.
49
530,189
Henry Clay ...........
Detroit Prices Current.
11
John Floyd ..........
and then galloped up the ascent to
State.
Total, including Indians, ten killed
7
@ 1 26
••••••
Wm. Wirt ............
Wheat, white ....... .......
the crest of the ridge. Despite their and thirty wounded. Several of the 1886— Martin Van Buren
A becent letter from Battle Creek, says
761,549
170
... 1 14 @ 1 18
Wheat, amber .............
121
44
great numbers and splendid position, the slightly wounded are not mentioned.
Wm. H. Harrlsou....
788, AM
“ The first interment in the new Catholic ceme- Corn, per bu ..............
234
1,276,011
31
1840— Wm. II. Harrison....
Sioux center broke and ran like a pack
Wo
also lost nineteen horses killed,and
tery, oppositeOak Hill cemetery, on Second Oatfl, per bu ..............
60
1,135,761
(4 1 55
Marlin Van Rureu...
Barley, per 100 Ibe .........
of wolves, taking shelter on other bluffs, the same number more or less injured. 1844— James K. Polk .......
170
1,337,213
80
street, was the burial of Dolphus Paris on Buckwheat,per bu ............... 75
105
65 (4 6(1
1,861,862
Henry Clay ..........
1,200 yards behind, for this battle- Between 15,000 and 20,000 rounds of
Thursday. Parts was a stranger, who died at Rye. per bu ...............
163
1,860.099
(4 4 00
1848— Zachary Taylor .........
Apples, per brl ...........
ground
is
a
succession
of
ridges
for
ammunition
were
fired
by
this
command.
00
Lewis Caas ........... 1,220,544 127
the Briley House, last Wednesday Hifl home Beane, unpicked ...........
miles on miles. The battalion then dis- The Si$ux have expended twice that
291,263
Martin Van Buren...
85
“ picked .............
was near Montreal, Canada, where he leaves a
254
1,601,474
17
Butter ....................
mounted
and
deployed
as skirmishers amount — one cause, doubtless, of their 1852— FranklinPierce ----wife and six children. Paris had been to work Beeswax ..................
1,542,403
42
Winfield Scott ....... ?
(4 30
along
the
position
they
had
carried.
retreat. Thus we celebrated Bunker 1856 — Janus Buchanan.... 1,838,169 174
(4
8)4
upon a new railroad near Carson City, Nev., and Dried apples ............
2,215,798
122
John C. Fremont....
12
While this was being done on the center
ErK" ......................
in some manner got hurt internally. His com- Hops ......................
180
1,866,352
I860— Abraham Lincoln....
(4 11 and right, the second battalion of the
@13
00
... 12 00
2,810,691
AH others ............
rades raised money to send him homo. Ho Hay, timothy, per ton .....
Third Cavalry, consistingof companies Black Hills— Ihe Fever Breaks Out 1864— Abraham Lincoln...,
... 9 00 @10 00
Hay, mixed, per ton ......
Vsl«,M7
213
came as far as this city, and, not being able to Hay, marsh, per ton ......
. 7 00 (4 8 00
Geo. R. McClellan...,
1,808,725
21
B, D, F and L, under Col. Henry,
Again.
.
7
00
@
8
00
1868-Ulysses
8,
(»rant,..;;
3,015.071
214
stand the jolting of the cars, stopped off hero Straw, per ton ...........
was
ordered
to
attack
Sitting
Bull's
(4
25
Onions ....................
2,709,613
80
--
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The Seventh-Day Adventists of Michigan
have leased for five years of O. F. Camp ten
acres of timber land lying half a mile north-

east of the Jackson, Lansing

and Saginaw

depot at North Lansing. The annual campmeeting of this society this year will commence
on these premises Aug. 10. This land is covered with a beautiful maple grove, an abundant
supply of water can be obtained, and everything is favorablefor the accommodationof a
large gathering of people. Nearly 40,000 feet
of lumber will be used in fittingthese grounds
ready for use. In order to be prepared for
rainy weather, the seating will be covered by a

_

tent 80 by 120 feet, and there will
smaller tent 50 feet in

publican.

diameter.-Lanrinj
Re-

Sold

Gov. Uagley

be one

Tobacco Sale.
the Cincinnati
Tobacco Journal : Attending the breaks, even
on the liveliest days, is tedious work. The
sales frequently last from 9 a. m. to 2 or 3
p. m., and the crowd and the heat and the toThis

a

little story is told by

.

bacco dust get decidedly“ monotonous ” before

hogshead is knocked down

the last

to the hot

and weary bidder. Occasionally there
spirited competition that

makes

is a

things lively,

but after an hour or two the audience of the
auctioneerbecome tired and languid and dull.
That

is,

they would become so

if there were

not something to relieve the sameness of the

scene. That something is found in the abundant and overflowing humor of some of the
buyers,who are inveterate jokers, and who
delight almost as much in “selling’' their
friendsand visitorsas. they do in buying a
hogshead of leaf at a fair price. And they
are inventive geniusea, too, scarcelya day
passing that they do not play some new trick
. on an unsuspicious victim. Last Wednesday
Gov. Bagley, of Michigan, was on the breaks,
and when the interestbegan to flag the jokers
began casting about fora bit of amusement
to enliven the tiresome work. At length one
of them slipped a sliver about two feet long,
split from a hogshead hoop, up his sleeve on

.

Potatoes,rose, per nu ......
00
Potatoes,peachblows, per
(4
Honey, comb ..............
(4
Chickens, per psir ........
Chickens, dressed, per lb .......... 12
Turkeys, dressed, per lb ........... 10 (4
Tallow, per lb ..................... . 7 (4
Hides, per lb ......................55 (4
Pelts ..............................
fl0 (&* 1
Wool, per lb, unwashed ...........
Wool, fleece washed ...............
Wool, combing ....................
30 (A
Wood, soft, per cord ..............3 00 @3
Wood, beech and maple ........... 4 50 @ 4
Wood, hickory. ................... 5 5U (& G

@

19
25
22
55
13

right, which they did, driving

back even with the Sioux

@

'

18

®

refused.

The

recent reports from the Black
Hills of the gold discoveries and the Indian war has acted disastrously upon
some of Uncle Sam’s gallant defenders.
A number stacked their arms, and on the
first favorableopportunity left for parts
unknown. Prompt action on the part of
the commanding officers checked the
evil,

:

please.”

:

_

.

'

up.

_

however, and the

deserters, after

vigorous pursuit, were recaptured. The
demoralizationhas now reached business
interests.Yesterday Capt.
R.
Massie, of the steamer Carroll, convinced of the richness of the mines by a

Wm.

letter

from John W. Coonoe, who

re

is

The
now

3,697,070
2,834,079

300
66

electoral votes to which each State
entitled are tabled as below:

Alabama ............. 10 Mlaalsslppl............ 8
Arkansas ...... .......6 Missouri ............. 15
California ............ 6 Nebraska ............. 3
Colorado .............. 3 Nevada ............... 8
Connecticut ...... .... 6 New Hampshire .......5
Delaware .............. 3 New Jersey ........... 9
Florida ................4 New York .............35
Georgia ...............11 North Carolina.,,.... 10
Illinois................
21 Ohio....; .............22
Indiana ...............15 Oregon.. ............. 3
Iowa ..................11 Pennsylvania .........23
Kansat ...... .........5 Rhode Island ......... 4
Kentucky .............12 South Carolina .......7
Louisiana ............. 8 Tennessee ............ 17
Maine ................ 7 Texas ................
8
Maryland ............. 8 Vermont. ............5
11
Massachusetts ........ 18 Virginia .............
Michigan .............11 West Virginia........5
Minnesota ..... ...
6 Wisconsin ............ 10
;

ported $600 as a result of ten days’ labor,
resigned his position, paying $300 per
month, and leaves V)- day for Deadwood.
.369
Total.
Hubert Smith, express agent at Bismarck, resigned, and takes charge of the
express line now operating between Bis- Marvelous Progress of Civilizationlu
marck and Crook City. The entire force
Japan,

in The Bismarck Tribune office, this

morning, gave fifteen days’ notice of intention to advance on the auriferous region. On every hand homesteads are
deserted, and in many instances growing
crops, the owners having gone iu search
of gold. Probably three-fourthsof the
homestead and pre-emptionclaimants,
in the county in which Bismarck is sitnated, have gone on this mission. The
wicked poet traders at Lincoln and Stevenson, tired of selling liquor to soldiers
at twenty-five cents a gla^s, are loading
large trains with supplies for the Black
moved down the canon rapidly toward Hills. Seventy-fiveteams have loaded
the village, according to orders. His
at two of the principal stores in Biamarck.
place on the bluffs above Ihe camp was
Within forty-eight hours two freight and
supplied with only a few infantry, as the
one freight and express lines have been
Second Cavalry were detained to sustain
organized, and trains will hereafter leave
his movement. Crook now determined
Bismarck regularly every ten days, with
to charge along this whole line, and for
specials, whan strong enough for protecthat purpose ordered Henry’s battalion
tion., A mail route has also been estabto fall back and get their horses, left lished by Congrem between Bismarck
some distance in the rear. Fortunately,
and the Black Hills, and service will
Sitting Bull mistook this preparatory
probably begin at an early day. At
movement for a retreat. Henry retired present the mail is forwarded by private
across an exposed hollow, and the Sioux
but trusty hands, generally without cost
fought desperatelyright ihtb his command. It company, of tlie Third, Capt.
A Frontier Tragedy,

woman, neatly attired in black,
and was accompanied by a female friend.
During the progress of the trial she
laughed and cried with the rest of audience, but did not exhibit Buy special
perturbationuntil the last act. The sorrow of the heroine, Miss Fanny Davenport. then appeared to move herstrangefy. When Miss Davenport exclaimed :
“ He’s dead
Mrs. Mosher rocked
herself backward and forward and repeated : “ He’s dead 1 Tee, he’s dead !”
The joy in the Renfrew family when the
stolen child was restored also affected
the under part of his arm, and lifting the hari
her deeply.
cuticle of the thumb with a penknife made a
At the close of the performanceMrs. Vroom, was reariguard, and some men
small hole through which he drew the long,
Mosher and the defective left the theater* did not hear the order. They were imtough, flexible point of the silver. " He then
mediately surrounded, and almost in a
as quietly os they had entered, the detecapproached his victim, and exclaimed,with tive whispering to Mr. Fiske os they second fifteen of our brave fellows
considerablepain in his voice and manner
passed, “ I think it has been a success.” lay dead and wounded op the
“Confound it! I’ve run a splinterin my^ No further revelationswere vouchsafed bluff. F, I, B, and D companies of the
Third instantly countercharged,and the
finger,, and it hurts! Pull it out, Governor,
until Wednesday, when Mr. Christian K.
Rossj the father of the abducted boy, wounded, except one man, were rescued
The Governor didn’t notice the 'eager crowd visited Superintendent Walling, and held by Capt. Andrews and Lieut. Reynolds’
gathering around, but, looking at the extend- a long conference in reference to some command. At that moment the brave
Henry, a most accomplished officer, who
ed hand, be saw the splinter sure enough, and, new clews which have been discovered.
was an Acting Brigadier during the civil
with a look of sympathyfor the sufferer, he It is believedcommunicationshave paswar, was shot in the face, the ball •entersed
between
Mrs.
Mosher
and
her
brothcaught the point firmly between his thumb
ing
above the right cheek bone and comand forefinger, and began to pull. It is im- er^Westervelt, now under sentence in
Moyamensing Prison, and that the fate
possible to deecribehis gaze of mingled astonof Charley Roes is shortly to be Cleared
ishment and horror as the sliver came slowly
prominent mtfk. , 21s wound is dan_
_
<out of Us place of concealment.His eyes
gerous, if 'not fatal Sitting Bull now
were distended in amazement, and his face
One of the convicts of the Virginia discoveredthe advance of Mills and
was a pictureof a half dozen emotions strag- Penitentiaryis serving out a sentenceof Noyes on the ^village. At least 60
gling at once for expression. As the operation two years for stealing an orange. The warriors and 100 of their ponies
. was completed, he glanced around, and for the theft was his second offense.
lay dead along the ridges. The rmm-

1”

Horatio Seymour .....
1872— Ulysses H. Grant .....
Horace Greeley ......

rUiBiuarck (D. T.) Cor. Chicago Times.]

it

center
and left. The third battalion of
the same regiment, companies C and M,
11
...
7tf under Col Van Vleit, was ordered to oc6
cupy the northern bluff j in our rear, so
25
as to checkmate any attack from that
20
point. The fight now became general,
?5
35
and continued until past noon almost
50
without interruption,the Sious proving
75
00
themselves the nest fighting Indians that
ever fired a shot. Beaten on one ridge
they retired behind another,so that we
THE FATE OF CHARLEY ROSS. were compelled to keep followingthem
“The Play’s the Thing In Which to Catch up, exposing our line all the time. Firthe Conscience.”
ing from their ponies, their shots were
(From the New York Sun.]
generallya little too h'gh until late in
A few weeks ago, a Boston detective
the action— a fortuate thing for us.
called at the Fifth Avenue Theater, and
At a quarter past 12 o’clock Mills’
explained to Mr. Stephen Fisko that he
was in confidentialcommunicationwith battalion, excepting one company, deMrs. Mosher, the widow of the man who tached after the first charge to support
had stolen Charley Ross ; that she was the left, was ordered to vacate its posievidentlyexercisedin mind in regard to tion on the right center, and make east
ward first, and then north down Rosethe secret of the boy’s fate ; that she had
heard of the stolen child in “ Pique,” bud creek, through the canon, at the
and was anxious to see the play if she end of which, seven miles distant, was
could come to the theater unobserved ; situated the Sioux village..To enter
and he believed that, under the influ- the canon, the left of the hostile line
ence of the play, she might be induced had to be forced, and Mills ordered
Company E, of the Third, under Capt.
to make the confession which she had
Alex. Sutorius,to charge np the bluff
hitherto
«?
These facts having been represented and carry the positioDi whicli was speed*
ily accomplished.The Indians, howto ;Mr. Daly, he placed his own private
box at the service of the detective, and the ever excellent as skirmishers, have
not yet learned the art of standnext evening Mrs. Mosher was brought
ing a cavalry charge. Mills then
quietly to the theater. She was a plain,
I

elderly

m

.

(A

and died in a few hours."

•

Thomas Hollowell, of North Platte,
Neb., jumped the homestead claim of a
neighbor, and Deputy Sheriff Meyers
and Constable Crawford were sent to
eject him. Meyers was. leading the
warrant to Hollowell when he drew a revolver and shot Meyers through the
head, killing him instantly. He also
shot Crawford, shatteringthe jaw, badly injuring him. A Sheriff s posse immediately went to arrest him, which they
did. and he was lodged in jail. Late at
night the jail was surrodnded by deter*,
mined men, and Hollowell taken out and
hung till dead. Hollowell bad been
rather prominently known in Nebraska,
having built the first penitentiary in the
State. He was always considered a
quarrelsome,dangerous man. This is the
first case of lynching in Nebraska since
1864.

The rapiditywith which the Japanese
the habits and science
of the West is one of the greatest marvels of the age. Civilization, until now,
are assimilating

has always taken the opposite course to
that of the sun,

and

tiie

change going

on in these far eastern islands is not
mere external imitation, but an absolute
internal transformation. A few years
ago an Imperial College of Engineering
was established in the principal island,
with the view of educating native engineers for the Department of Public
Works. . Admissionis obtained by competitive examination, the oonrse of instruction is very complete, and the college is at present under the management *
of English professors,the English language liaving apparently been adopted
as the scientifictongue. In connection
with this institution there are well-fitted
laboratoriesand workshops of various

,

kinds. The

special courses are civil

and

mechanical engineering, telegraphy,architecture, practical chemistry,and metallurgy. The number of students at
the close of last year was 272. Energetic measures are Deing adopted by the
Governmentfor introducing the improved manufacture of iron into the
country. With this view, ^wo charcoal
blast furnaces and other works are in
course of erection, and it is expected
that by the close of the present year
twelve puddling and seven reheating
furnaces, forge train, plate, rail, bar,%
guide and mills, with steam hammers,
four different shears, saws, lathes,
cranes, and «11 other necessary appliances of the most modern construction,
will be in operation.

> Two MSN own 600,000 acres of land
in jta Jyaquin and awfiftfitoft galleys,
Qaltfofafo upon which they pay about
$40,000 yearly in taxes. Their names
are Lux «hd Miller, and they began
their business lives in Ban Francisco as
butchers, without any capital. The
land is used as meadows a^d pastures.

upon. Does anybody formally deny
Choice Sweet Oranges and
them? The Democrats will resolve just Lemons at Pessink’s Bakery.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

as strongly in favor

Saturday, July

1876.

1,

of them.

A

beautiful

If you wish

non-sec-

'Goods for the Fall, and Winter
and call at the store of

Alumni Association.

tarian school resolutionseems to have

of

been received .with more favor than any

There will be a meeting of the Alumni
other part of the platform. There are of the Academic Department of Hope Colsecret forces at work upon this question lege, in the College Chapel at 2 cTclock in
the afternoon on Tuesday, 27th inst.
which it is not always easy to measure,
The committee will make arrangements
We clip the followingfrom ao editorial
but we do not believe that it cart be made for a Collation at 8 o’clock in the evening
of the Chr. Intelligencer, which waa a aya vital question in this canvass. The anti'- of the same day.
nopals of the whole transaction of the SyWm. A. Shields, Sec.
Chinese and woman suffrage declarations
Hope College, June 2, ’76.
nod, but of less importance to our readers
are transparent and cheap devices to
than the following: “ Hope College afcatch votes. They amount to nothing
Do you like to see a fine assortmentof
fairs, about which so many of the Western
practical,and we doubt whether one-tenth Candies? Go to the City Bakery.
brethernwere exceedingly anxious, were
of the delegates cared a straw about either
unfortunately crowded into an hour of the
of the questions involved.”
very last seasion of the Pynod, and then

THE GENERAL SYNOD OP THE
RSFORKES OHtmOH.

came

in by

special resolution to hear

DUURSEMA

3DEA.LER.S

Dry

trade, go

KOFFERS,

&

"

(roods,
Goods,

Notions and Trimmings
TT ‘ & C
Hats

Furnishing

Clothing,

’

Groceries,

Crockery,

Flour

.

Stoneware,

<fc

Feed,

Provisions

RIVER. STREET,

The Indian War.

all

sar a well assorted stock

to

HO

that the friends of that institutionwished

Ull

etc.

IVTICH.

A INTO,

of room we must omit the dejo. ?•s.
hard
fought battle between the
dent Phelps, ProfessorsCrispell,Kollen,
An Ordinance,
^nv^e ^le Pul die to Come and examine our stock and
Sioux and our Regular Army. Several
and Scott, and by others who spoke most
regulars were killed and wounded, and of (Relative to the Tanning at judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
earnestly on the subject and made powerthe Indians a large number were reported
large within the city limits complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
ful pleas for the immediate pecuniary reaa being killed. A dispatch from Cheyof the City cf Holland of wish to purchase. lief and the permanent endowment of the
enne, June 27, says: “A wagon train
College. If the Church at large only
Cows and ether homed aniknew some of the facts which were stated, from Crook’s camp arrived at Fort Fettermals.
man to-day, bringing the wounded in the
and the self-sacrificing zeal and persistenIsT
.
late engagement. They endured the trip
Ths City of Holland Ordains:
cy of their unpaid but brave professors,
Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
well, and ail are likely to recover. Capt.
Swrnok 1. That It ahall not be lawful for cowp,
they would not suffer them for another
calrea, fteera or any horned cattle of any kind to the highest market prices.
Henry,
whosi
wound
is in the face, will
day to lack funds for carrying on their
run >*t large iu the public street*, lane*,alley*, vaeant lot*, or other open or public place or place*
work and to support their families;nor be able to leave for Fort Russell in a few within the city limit* of the City of Holland, from
Holland, Mich., November 5, 1875.
would they longer be under the necessity days. Gen. Crook will make short excur- the hour* of nine o'clock afternoon until the hour*
sions with the cavalry until the return of 0' nve o'clock forenoon,from the flr*t day of
of usiug up their own limited means as
April up to and Includingthe first dav of Decemthe train and infantry, when he will en- ber of each year, and that from the firstday of Dethey have been doing for most of the past
cember to the first day of April it shall not be lawdeavor to strike the Sioux hard.” Gen. mi Mid cattlea* aforementionedto run loose or
few years. It is a critical time now; a
At the Store of
Sherman is not wrong in anticipating that at large within aald city limit* at all.
question of life or death for the instituHOELAIsra, 3XIIOIT.
Sec. 2. That it shall be the duty of the Citv
the Sioux war will fast all summer, and Marshal hla deputies, togetherwith the Pound
tion. The concluding remarks of Presi
Master to distrain take up any and all cows,
dent Holmes on this subject were most cause us a large loss of life. Gen. C^rook
to

say. Addresaes were made by

For want

Presi-

,

tails of a

W

Extensive

A

timely and urgent, and the

whole

reports to Gen. Sheridan that lie has or-

discuss-

dered to the camp' on the south of Tongue

ion produced a powerful impression.• But

river, in Wyoming, where he now
oynou
’ * — ------- —

have come before
uuve
uciore me
the Synod
when it was full and had more time to devote to it. But now let the needed relief
it buuuiu
should

^

•**

c™k,

five companies of infantry «s re-enforcements, and
ter

1

the

on Rosebud

rests af

THE BEPUBLICAN PLATFOBM.

he does not at present feel strong

with

its first day’s

Gen. Gibbon have formed a junctionnear

work. On

Rosebud creek, and

the other hand, if the platform was every-

thing, little ground for encouragement
would be found

in

the proceedingsof the

second day. The recent history of parties
contains

many pages of

feeble resolutions,

but in a competitionof weakness the declarations adopted at Cincinnati may confi-

to hear of another conflict with the Sioux

and their allies. Throughout
also, bulletins of

quent.

In the end

the cost of

many

we

summer,

shall whip,

fre-

but

at

ill

POST OF BLACK LAKE.
Thursday, June

as-

22,

witn the Democrats. Upon other ques- light; schr Wollin, light; schr Hope 2
waggons; prop Standard Rock, 20 cds
tions the latter will promise as fairly as
bjlts; schr Four Brothers, 60 bbls salt;
the Republicans.In the circumstancesit schr Moun$ Dessert, 50 m shingles 600
was impossiblefor the Cincinnati Conven- pkts; schr Caledonia,light; schr Tri-Coltion to make its financial plank too dis- or, 12 bbl syrup 100 pkgs sundries; scow
Bauner. light; scow Co
Contest, 100 bush
tinct and hearty. The plank is, in fact,

LOST
TIETWEEN

D

!

LOST

!

!

Grandvilloand Holland Monday

J.

Retail.

rock. “Continuous and steady

progress to specie payment” will serve
well enough as

a

preface, but the people

body of the
work. The platformrefers to a pledge to
redeem made in I860; so that it appears
are anxious to get into the

from the platformitself that the

“

steady”

movement has been going on for seven
years. Is

it

to

-

u

-

Country Produce!

1875.

Holland,

Oct. 28, 1875.

that promise good

?

It is

I. P,.

to

&

Wood, Lumber, Bark, Ties,
Timber, and all kinds
of

Wood

<

Produce.

THIBOUT,

est

possible prices.

iloticfs.

Repairing Neatly Done,
GIVE U8 A TRIAL

Refreshment Stands.

5.18

„•

on this subject. Instead rangements.
of making such a one it delivered the familiar platitude that” honesty, fidelity and

A. M. Ranters, Src'y.
B. Ledkbokh, Chairman.

capacity” are the true qualifications for

Notice!

had to offer waa
on empty declaration that the party
should hold and enjoy “those places
where harmony and vigor of administraonly cure for the

0

a

So
> ^

*E
5D

B. P.

of

JULY

Excursions! Excursions!!
The towboat*TWI-LIGHT and FANNY 8IIRIVwill make regulartrip* every hour with the
Schr*. Spray and Bate* In tow. between the head
of Black Lake and Van Putton’* dock at the harbor. Thoae boats and schooner* are magnifcantly
fitted up for the occasion, and will take passenger*
the round trip for the exceedingly low price of 28
Centa.
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HIGGIITS,
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PHOTOGRAPHER,
All work burnUhed and finishedin the latest style.
Old and Faded Pictures Copied.Enlarged and
worked up in India Ink, Oil or Water Colors.
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ER

recognised an existing evil by

shonld not control appointmenU; but the

THIBOUT.

I. P.

conven-

saying that senators and representatives

§|

^3

3

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

impossible

The

cific declaration

-It

DEALERS IN

MERCHANT TAILOR,

Parties wishing to obtain permissionfor
a “ Refreshment stand” at the Celebration
tion voted down a resolution to adhere to Grounds, on the Fourth of July, are rethe pledge contained in the Resumption quested to make application for the same
at once to the Secretaryof the “ Commitact of 1875.
tee on Arrangements,” who is authorized
Civil service reform fares no better than
to issue permits. « Price of each stand $5.
financial reform. The convention might No spirituous liquors are to he sold on the
have strenghteuedits candidatesby a spe- premises. By order of the Comm, of Arto learn from the platform.

office.

I

s,

he Grand Haven road) a firat-claas portable saw-mill
which is now in good running order, and can serve
the public at any time with all kinds of building
Call For the Best.— When you purmaterial and fencing at low prices,and deliver the
same wherever wanted.
chase an article that is cheap, of which
We can lengthen out so a* to saw 40 feet, and
but little is used, always call for the
best,
tl
will make long lumber and timber a specialty.
for the difl'erence in cost between that and
Ha* removed hi* business to
Our facilitiesfor getting out deck planks and
anv kind of ship timber are unequaled.
an inferior article will be insignificant.
All bills will be filled promptly and with desCall for D. B. DeLand & Co.'s Best Chempatch, and a fairdealing can be relied upon. Cusical Salaratus, and having once procured
tom sawing done at bottom figures.
7.9 Monroe Street.
it you will call for no other. The grocers
All kinds of Fsrm Products,taken In pay for
lumber and sawing, Also Wood. Bark and 'Railall have it, or should. Use it instead of
R ill be pleased to see all his old friends and cus- road Ties, when delivered at onr Pier on Lake
Soda or Baking Powder— it is more tomers that require anythingla the clothing line Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
healthful.
Wo make, cut and trim to order anything In our Lake.
line according to the lateststyles, and for the lowHolland, Mich., March 12. 1875.

in 1869; they promised to resume at a

make

DeFeyter Bro

go on seven years longer?

1879. Do they intend

THE—

JPARD.

FIRST

feed,

Prop’r.

MEAT MARKET

t

The Republicans in 1875 did better than
fixed time— in

MINDERHOUT,

W.

The undersignedannounces to the Public that
he ha* finishedhis new Meat-Market, and is now
ready to supply his customers with all kinds of
Meats and Sausage*. By promptness and fair dealing he feels confident of giving satisfaction to all
those who wish to favor him with part of their
trade.
Unr aim is to pay the Highest Market Price for
The stand is one door west of G. J. HaverkateJfc
all kinds of Country Produce, and we make this a
Son’s Hardware Store.
specialty.We never refuse to buy anythingin this
Holland. April 2,
W. BUTKAU.
line. Our connectionsarc such that we can always pay the Kighut price*.

night June 19th, a Brown TravelingBag or
Satchel, probably taken by mistake. Please return the same to
VAN LANDEGEND & ME LIS.
Holland, Mich.

oats.

Notice is hereby given to all persons
having an account on the books of J. J.
Fifield, to arrange a settlement of the same

F. R.
J. N.

Holland, June

28,

BROUWER.
UPHAM.

Millinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.
And

a full line in Ladies’

Furnishing Goods,

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

1876.

and

evil it

JUST RECEIVED

Fotceld & Westveer.

Holland, Mich., June

23,

1876.

Summer Shawls,
and Kid Gloves.

Cloaking, Spring and
Parasols, Fans,

A llrgo stock of

tion require its policy to be represented,”
while the others

should be

filled “with

Furniture,

Public Letting.

Carpets,

sole reference to efficiency."The stoutest

Custom House retainer would accept this
theory, confident that in
would easily get the better of

Notice

Is

hereby given that sealed pro-

Hats

Oilcloths,

posals will be received at the Clerks’ office,
practice he of the City of Holland, until Thursday,
the reform- July
iy 6, 1876, for the hauling of 75 to 100

50 Cents and Upward.

Winchow Shades,

With a sharply cut and unmistakable
Feathers
Feather Beds.
on these two Brid
dge under the direction of the Com.
great subjects the convention might have on Streeto, Roads and Bridges. For fur- ALSO,—
stopped, and its platform need not have ther information inquire of said committee.
John A. Roost, CUy Clerk. ’A beautiful assortment of
filled more than a quarter of the column
Holland, Mich., June 20, 1876.
which R now occupies. It gave no such
Baby Carriages, Ac.
definition, however, and it went on to

&

definition of its principles

spread its declarations thinly over a varie-

for

Wall Paper,

ers.

WALL PAPER

and curtains of every description, and all
ty of irrelevant matters. The rights of
kinds of new Furniture. Prices as low as
American citizens are formally insisted
•die lowest.
h. meyer & co.

At

-

.....

Gall and

Examine. No Trouble

to

Show

Gfoods,

Agents for the Sale of E. Butterick & Go’s Patterns of Garments and their celebrated Shears and Scissors.

At Greatly Peduoed Prices
,

_

I

J,

„

—

AT—

M. Reidsema & Son.

....

.............

.

.

'

ed with the Hotel.

— I3M
(i

N0K

G

set upon a

the

room has been fitted up on

m

but he scarcely will fee! that his feet are

Floor.

Agents a large and well Rghted sample

— -O'

'

m

and half-heartedly.A hardmoney man, indeed, may stand upon it,

and

For the convenienceof Commercial

Wholesale and

-

Dissolution Notice.

1876.

financial doctrine—not

laid timidly

and
______

Are dealt in very exter.»lvelyby us. ’and all orders
are promptly filled and delivered.

. Clearances, schr Tri-Color, Milwaukee
is hereby given that theco partner-ship
75 m flour bbl staves; schr Marv, Chicaonly because the policy was right, but bego, 50 cds wood; Garibalii, 50 cds slabs Rakkcr & Van Raalie is thteday Xolved "bv^mucause it was expedientfor purely partisan Chicago; Z. G. Bimmonds, Chicago, 160 tnal consent,
JOHN O. BARKER,
ft
reasons. The late popular victoriesof m ft lumber; Wollin, Chicago, 55
DIRK B. K. VAN RAALTE,
Holland, Mich., June 27. 1876.
the Republicans,especially in Ohio and lumber; schr Four Brothers, Chicago, 70
cds Bark 10 cds wojff; schr Mt Desert,
The business heretofore carried on In the city of
Pennsylvania last year, had been won un- Pentwater,450 lbs butter; schr Caledonia, Holland, under the firm name of Bukkcr & Van
der the banner of hard money. To secure Racine 30 cds wood; schr Tri-Col-or,34m . „ , "'M be continuedby D. B. K. Van Raalte.
AH claims in favor or against the late firm of Bakft ker & Van Raalte, will he adjusted hr me. and all
further victories it was the plain course ft lumber; scow Banner, Racine, 60
lumber; schr Mary, Chicago, 70 cds wood; persons knowing themselves indebted to the late
for the Republicans not to lower that banfirm are requestedto come and settle with me
scow Contest, Kenosha, 90cds wood.
within 90 days and save expense.
ner, but to advance it still higher. The
DIRK B. K. VAN RAALTE.
Arrivals,Schr Tri-Coror, 14 carvois vit
Holland, Mich., June 27, 1876.
currency is the one point upon which it is rol 12 bbls whiskey; schr Mary light; schr
possible for them distinctly to join issue Garibaldi, light; schr Z
Bimmonds

sound

sertion of

on First

Office

have the agency for one of the largest tnanufactnricsin the country and sell cigars at

JOHN VAN LANDEGEND, Mayor.
A. Roost, CUy CUrk.

new

elegant furniture.

*

others.

The time invited a clear and ringing

We

Sec. 5. This ordinance Is to go Into effecttwenty
days after Its passage.

John

are spacious
sp£ —
____

full line of

CIGARS! CIGARS!

(20)

afford to spare.

this House

ground floor. Livery connect-

shall be the dntyof the Pound
advertise and sell any and all beasts men
tinned In nectlon 2 and 3 of this ordinance as prescribed In Hectlon three (8) of an ordinance entitled
“An Ordinance, to prevent the running of Animals
and establishing a pound," passed August 30th. A.
D. 1869.

Passed, JnnefOth, A. D. 187 i.
Approved. June 24th. A. D.

boot

Provisions.

Sbo. 4. That It

lives and great sums of

money, which we can

dently challenge comparison with any

the

Indian fights will be

re
Crockery ami

may soon expect Master to

we

the Pubic that no

well furnished with

Dry Goods,
Hats & Caps,

For every beast taken up the sum of ......... fo.fto
For each day* keeping,the sum of ............ o.50
For advenleingany beast for sale ............ 0.50
For the sale of each beast and for each adJournment of the same ....................o.25

rest content

The Rooms

n

And keep a

who were the attacking
gives a fair view of the platform, as folparty at Rosebud creek on the ftth, and
lows: “We said lately that if speeches
were- in strong force. Gen. Terry and
were all the CincinnatiConvention might
the savage eneipy,

to

i

Wojhave on hand'a largo stock of

pa

enough to venture another conflict with

Under this heading the N. 7. Etc. Pott

The Proprietor announces

KoS-TiVihSHared h>’ him •° make
r tits
-CLASS in every respect.

Sec. 3.

ter shall have power and shall collectfrom said
owner of Buch beast or beasts the lollowinesum
of money, to-wit:

that

SONS,

River Street, Holland, Mich.

Whenever any beast shall be ao em
ponnded In accordance with sections 1, and 2. of
that he will not make any extended movi- this ordinance. It shall he the duty of the Pound
Master of said city to notify the owner of such
ment until they arrive. This indicates beast
(If known) of the fact*, and said Pound Mas-

be given as soon as possible.”

ID

CITY HOTEL,

Trade,

WERKMAN &

calves, steer*,heifersor horned cattle of whatever
age or kind of nature so found or seen loose or at
large and not being under the immediate care or
control of some one who Is competentto care for
and control said beasts, and ompound the same
within the pound to be located and designatedas
public or city pound of said city.

T E

I.

&

S.

VAN DEN

EIGHTH STREET

BE

RGB,

HOEIiANE,

MICH

!

Have you

A good lawyer is not a

paid for your subscription ?

$ottiugss.
Magnificent opportunity for

Default having been made in the conditionsof
twenty-ninthday
Ia curtain
curtail Mortgage,
'* •* --- dated thu
-----^ ---of
*
April * D. 1875, made and executed by Louisa A.
A bull-frog is never entirely “broke” Hocker of the townshipof Wright, County of Otfinancially.He always has a green-back. tawa and State of Michigan,to Arthur E. Turner
of the Township of Alpine, County of Kent and
State of Michigan, and recordedIn the office of
The Rev. Mr. Spurgeon writes that he thu Register of Deeds for the County of Ottawa
and State of Michigan, on tha firstday of May A.
will visit the United States in the autumn. D. 1875, at eight o'clock in the forenoon, tn Liber
•«*
No 7 of Mortgages,on page 19. On which aaid
It takes an army of more than 18,000 mortgage there U claimed to be due at the date of
this notice, one hundred aod seventy-onedollars
persons to keep the Exhibitionin running and ninety-two cents (|171,tH),besides an attorney
foe of thirty dotll&rs (tSO.H),)provided In said
order.
nortgnge, to be paid to said mortgagee,tn case
1 foreaosnre ; and no snit at law or in chancery

fishing

About

Fruit looks well and will be abundant.

A

800,000 vislUtrs are expected at

the Centennialon the Fourth of July.

come down to

to

din-

A pair of Indian twins, each fifty years
old, wish to pass themselvesoff for one

ner at the sound of the gong.

There

Is

in 02,662

room for 11,895,542 to

down

lit

centenarian.

churches in the United States.

The
A boy
snake

of

O. Booijenga was

bitten by a

latest

About

year,

tills

Our

a dozen churches in Georgia,

have been robbed

within the last month,

week causing a severe swelling both in quality and quantity.
of the hand and arm.
last

The

of the pulpit Bibles.

-

Presbyterian pastors throughout

be dosed on the
the Union will preach sermons to morrow
4th of July, with the exceptionof from 7
giving the history of their church under
a. m. to 9 a. m. and from 5 p. m. to 6 p. m.

Acker’s mill

Post-Office will

-five miles east

of Morley,

Mich., was burned June 6th, together with
200,000 shingles. No insurance.

their care.

The Grand Haven

Journal and

New

There may
A shipwrecked crew

have been consolidated,and will be continued under the name

We

of

Neics- Journal.

is

fin-

Black Hills. Every Indian has
of

tips of

&

Some

people w4ll persist in sending job

printing work out of the city; but

we

Mich. L. S. R. R. will
along the entire

line on the 4th of July,

and allow them guarantee what we

fied with the St.

are

own

premises, Prof. Beck fell down the* steps

and injured bis right hip
tent that

ex-

feared be will be confined to

it is

some

bis house for
—

The

such an

to

time.

pretend.

other day a Black Hills stage-driver

the gold-seekers held

a

Louis nomination-so are

next.

bill, but

coroner’sinquest

and found that he died of pneumonia.

... m

__

rer

undertook to horsewhip bis passengers

pushing up

full

______

~ M

if

do not know of a place where Sarah in the hallway and said, ‘That's betyoung and old can get the necessary re- ter than kissing that old cat up stain
and so liHudsomelydished up

as

817,400 have already been
these vessels,

The General Commencementof Hop

The Alabama

Planter complains that College was held

at the

Oration— Salutatory,(IMin.)

was rather cool and cloudy, but the children did not mind that

in the least

and en-

Douw

Constantine,Mich.

expended. Of
the Duilio and Dandolo are

y

Holland,
2-1

Brim, Corn,
Oats, Potatoes,

&

Meurs Welton

this city,

was a

class-

mate of R. B. Hayes, the Republican nominee for President.

They were

intimate

friends during their college course; and,
at its close, Mr.

Taylor took the salutatory

and Gov. Hayes

tory.

carried off the valedic-

_

A man employed
at

at

Youths,
AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,

AND

BOOTS & SHOES limim M OH SBOM MICE
-Cash Paid for Hides
.at

HEROLD,

E.

horses.

L.

side of his head, knocking

him

senseless,

Music.

THEOLOGICALDEPARTMENT.
Oration— Sacred Music. Helenus E.

Holland.

City of

Slooter

head.

the

Have just removed to their new and capacious
More on the corner of Fiah and 8th atreet, opposite
Havcrkate’s Hardware Store, where we will con•tantly keep on hand a full stock of

Gents,

Youth and

Flour, Feed, Groceries,

Misses Wear.

and Produce.

A very

Announcement of

certificatesand de-

to

by Mr. Kimball in person,

and everything went off

They

as

smooth

as oil.

returned in the evening just in time

to let the night Express switch by them at
this point.

Doxology and benediction.

the track of the Chicago & Mich., L.

S.

in two places— one near St. Joseph,

miles south of us, delayingthe trains for a

doing damage of which we could not learn
the particulars; the hail which accompa-

Muskygon did considerable damage to the houses, and R
nied the storm at

R

fearful

audience

at

for this issue to

in the week

comment upon.

J. 0.

Riemersma,

will sell at

the Winter trade.

LOW PRICES

1876.

1,

ThirteenStates.

DOESBURG, We

For CASH Only.

NO.

70,

Dim

"8,

STREET.

Jr.,

Music by

1.

the

diaries B. Scott, Abra-

ham Stegeman, Albert Strabbing, Jann
A. van de Lnyster, Jacob van
John Vlnkemulder, Jr., FrederickJ.

Zeeland Cornet Baud.

Are sold as cheap at this

and OATS.

SLOOTER & HIGGINS.

and

Drag

Oils

CROCKERY!

Store aa at any

other. Medicineswarrantedto be

.

strictly

pure..

an appropriatepiece by Trusses,
young ladies under the leadership
Chamois Skins,

2. Singing of
e 88

R

A.

Hyma.

From and

Counter, Cloth,

8. Music by the hand.

the Public Square the whole

mass

trade the necessary attention,
Paint Brushes. and will keep on hand a com-

will

Opening with prayer by Rev. Brock,

Beaverdam.
6. Singing of Whittier’s Centennial

ftynn.

.

).

of the Dutch

2.

A sketch of

J. O.

DOESBURG.

our early history by J.

HOLLAND, MICH.,
Does a general Banking, Bichange, and Collectionbnalnesa. Collections made on all points
in
the United
States
and Europe.
Partlcnlaratten---- ----------JP®*
---- --tion paid to the collections
lonso:
of Banks and Bankers.
sent.
All
bnsi______________
day
of
paym
Remittances made on
neat entrusted to me shall nave prompt attentlon. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
to check at sight Foreign exchange bought
“ pointsin
lolntsii Europe
and sold. Tickets to pnd from all

and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to

“The Flag that waved

years.”
4. Address to the children by H.

Van

who buy

quantities.

Rockingham and Yellow'
Ware in large supplies.
G. J.

16.

Singing— “ Song of

-office.
“

tf
my

^

Thousand

JPUH/E

‘

Something New!

P. H.

J. O.

17. Refreshments.
18.

19. The day will be closed by firing of
cannon, and display of fireworks, for

which object the committee succeeded in

money

KNOWN

PUMP MANUFACTURER
haa added to hit splendid Wooden
the Iron Drive Well Pump, aod ia ready to
famish all aad evenrbodywith all kinds of pumps:
Force rumps,
Pumpe, hbpiiot
Rubber uose,
Hose, Large
Urge iron
Iron Vessel
vessel

Of

this place,

Pomp

Youthful sport In the afternoon.

collecting more

DOESBURG.

Wilms,

THE WELL

Oil,

BY TUB GALLON, A1

ears.”

10. 1875.

KBKYON.

Golden Machine
a

vAARWERK.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

;ck.
15. Music by the hand.

sets or in large

m

----

sold a*
10a

of White Granite

July 80, 1875.

Nathan Kenyon. Banker.

-

Oration by C. Van Loo.

8. Singing—

Holland, Mich.,

National

Music by the band.

0.

.

plete stock

those

ptjndence by Rev. Mperdyk.

Singing
mo.

All (he leading Patent Medicines tn the market.
tiill Block of the very best Perfumery sold In
bottle or by measure.

A

i..

Reading of the Declaration of Inde-

date, I

intend to devote to this line of

siig “ America.”
5.

after this

Hair and

4. After returning with the procession

than

we

dared to

expect.

The cheapest place in towu for Bread, | If you want some excellent Imported or
Pics and Cakes and ten different kinds of , Domestic Perfumeries,by the measure or
Crackers at Pessink’s old stand.
] bottle, go to J. O. Doesburg, s Drug Store.

'

CASH FOR CORN

Medicines,
Paints

follows:

will also take Butter and Eggs tn Exfor our goods. Goods will be
delivered inside of the City Limits
free of charge.

change

mm.

must tn
- - EIGHTH

Old

weath- d4n Herder.
1. Singing of a Psalm by the public.
Gym-

Why do they go to the City Bakery for
the best Raisins? Because they always mer.
keep the very best
Ice cold Lemonade kept at Pesslnk’s
City Bakery.

ladies,represent-

the

The vacation in the Union School has
nasium, who duly appreciatedthe efforts
commenced, and the youths go skipping
of those promLing young men, reflecting
and playing around. The examinations
great credit on their totofs. For want of
were a good recommend to the teachers,
room we must t»mit the programme,hut
and especially to Prof. Downle, who has
the following are the names of the class:
in reality become a favorite in this com
William G. Baas, Jacob P. de Jong, Bemunlty, and we don’t hesitate to state that
rend J. de Vries, diaries S. Dutton, Jacob
in expressing a desire that the School
M. Doesburg, Peter M. Elseniu*, Abel H.
Board may see fit to retain him we only
Klooater, Albert J. Kroes, Albert Lahuls,
express the general opinion of parents and
William J. Lucasse, Jacob Poppen, John
late

young

' 7. The public.
Just while the people were flocking
The exorcises are arrangedas
the College Gymnasium to witness the

er their was a large

High School occured too

Holland, Jan.

6. Teachers and associations.

cars. Notwithstanding this

the public. The closing exercises of the

for

5. The youth and children of the differ-

passed through here Sunday morning few hours. But the efficient Genera) Manfrom Gr. Rapids to Muskegon, accompaager, Mr. Kimball, soon repaired dam*
nied by the celebrated Knight Templar
ages. One of the Express Messengers reband, and a military company. They ocports the squal as having been very disascupied eight coaches and seemed to enjoy
trous at Muskegon, the lightningkilling
it very much. The railroadmanagement
four children In one, house, and otherwise
was attended

8. Thirty-eight

ng the 38 states,in a wagon drawn by 4

ent schools and sabbath schools.

Mich., and the other place only a few
extensive Railroad excursion

Which we

Full line

4. Thirteen ladies representing the

Music.

R R

*

& Higgins,

Ladies,

norses.

Nies, Fillmore, Mich.

but found him without any hones broken squal burst loose and torrents of rain
hut severely cut on the left Jaw and other- poured down for a while, washing away

of

1874.

[town officers in carriages.

Dr. A. Brock was immediatelysummoned, exhibition of the closing exercisesof the
supposing the man to he dead or dying, Centennial“ A” class, a terrificthunder

wise severely bruised on that side

26,

-Kd-ly

Eighth Street,

pel, and all the officers of the day, and

B. Albany, N. Y, {excused.)

Groningen, was seriously injured by a

lever of a heavy truck strjking him on the

8PRIETSMA & SON.

Holland, February

2. The President of the day, Mr. Kcp-

grees.

Boone & Co.’s mill,

Gents,

Ladies,

Akeley have bought out the

Music.

Grace Church, in

Shoes.

of the Latest Styles of

It is

and the playing of National Airs by the

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT— POET GRADUATE.
Master’s Oration— Edwin A. Bedell LL.

learn that Rev. J. Rice Taylor of

and

Misses
•
flock and trade of M. P. Vlasera and will continue
the bnaincpaatthe old stand. If good goods and
low pricea will continue to draw them their heavy
trade they arc sure to retain It. A general invitation
Our Intention is to offfer thoae cooda at low
is extended to ail to call and visit the crippled aucprice,and we request the trading public to call and
tioneer.
examine.
Holland, November 11. 187!.

band. At half past 9 o’clock a procesion
may he fonsidered Oration— Poem: The Burning of Ho
a decided succe&s. They had beautiful land. Cornelis van Oostenbrugge,Soul will he formed on the Public Square from
where it will march through all the prinweather and company enough to make it Holland, 111.
Oration— Valedictory. Albert A. Pfan- cipal streets, and will he formed in the
very interesting and was marred by only
followingorder:
one little accident—a son of Mr. E. J. stiehl, Holland,Mich.
1. The band on a wagon drawn by 4
Harrington falling into the water, who

We

1875.

l new stock of Gooda haa Just been opened,and
we can state to the Public that it baa been^
bought expressly for this season of the year.

Country Produce, Etc.
River Street, Holland.

22,

JOSLIN & BREYMAN.

Boots

Bolted Meal,

picnic

was instantly rescued by his father.^

be Neatly

Mich., Feb.

Flour & Feed,

the firing of 38 guns, the ringing of bells,

Grand Rapids Mich.

The Masonic

and friendscontinue thetrformer favora.

All Repairing will

Provisions,

Liberty Pole 110 feet above the ground,
on Monday. The following is the programme for the 4th:
At sunrise the day will be opened by

Henry £. Dosker

Oration—

joyed themselvesimmensely.

us,

Groceries,

he preceded by the raising of a centennial

Yutema, Vriesland, Mich.
Oration— ^entennial. Frank a Force

and pic nic on Tuesday last. The weather

WykhnUen, k«i established himself with
and will be pleased to see hta old custom-

Mr. J:

existence will he duly celebrated, and will

academic department— graduate.

enjoyed a good old-fashionedboat ride

request all of our old friends to come and aee
our new place and aattsfythemaelvea aa to

and Promptly executed.

The celebration of the 100th year of our

Music.

and 3rd Reformed churches of this place

Wo

without peers in the world In the strength

3d Ref. Church o

Invocation.
1st

1870.

Dry Goods,

mm

Sabbath-Schools of both the

Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, and
Musical Instruments

DEALERS IN

garden patch was unprofitable Wednesday evening last, and was very of their armamentsand armors. The estimates for the Italian navy, recently voted
last season: “The snails ate up the cucum- well attended. The audience may properfor the current year, amount to $9,571,136.
bers; the chickens ate up the snails; the ly he called as splendid. We don’t wish
neighborscats ate up the chickens, and we to he critical, hut praise them all. The
the
of jult at zeelahd.
arc now in search of something that wil
followingwas the order of exercises:

The

Ware,

Plated Ware,

era

its little

cut up the cats!”

_

two hun- Silver

(Successors to M. P. Vissers.)

rapidly accumu-

recovery.

.

.

Jewelry and Variety

Welton k Akeley

The nomination of Samuel J. Tilden, lating a formidable navy of their own.
Kanlers. He carries a large stock ot fireof New York for President of the United
In addition to the DuUio, which is the
works, and an excellent supply of cigars.
States,by the DemocraticNational Conmost powerful vessel in the world, there
A very delicate operationwas perform- vention, held in St. Louis, during this are 4 imn-clads,8 tcrew dispatch boats
ed last week by Drs. Annis & Booek, on week, is creating considerableinterest 2 screw gun-boats,2 torpedo boats and 2
the eye of the unfortunateMr. Kracht, by and is well received,especially by the steel dispatch boats now in process of
opening on aheess and removing a false friends of the same political faith. Gov. constriction in the national dock-yards, at
membrane— considerable sight was restored Hendricks, of Indiana, is nominatedfor a total cost of $12,687,400, of which $4,and hopes are entertained for his further Vice-President.

— —

lltf At

the above.

recent important additions to the

fact that the Italians are

at L. T.

.

(4) degrees west

(' 1

ns In

English navy have called attentionto the

Sarah?”

.

«» T!

Mili.eu * VoomiEis, AtCysfor Mortgagee.

not fatal results.The JudiciaryCom-

The

— —

m

ARTHUR K. TURNER, Mortgage

We

ain’t it

v

Mti\ tarnal prim

Dated June 10th, A. D.

careful nursing is necessary to avert serious

“Ma, does pa kiss the cat?” “Why, no; mittee have not yet decided to postpone
my son. What in the name of goodness heir investigation during Mr. Blaine’s ahput that in your head?” “Cos when pa
i<jnce, hut out of regard for fairness and
came down stairs this morning he kissed
humanity will probably do so.

freshmentson the 4th of July so complete

BuMrallding, Cor. Eighth and Blvei St.

dred and thirty-four (*M) feet and three and onehalf (8X) inches; thence south etghty-etx (8fl) degrees west to high water mark of the mill pond ;
thence south-easterly along the high water mark
to the center of the said Bute road along the center of the said Bute road to the place of beginning.

Mr. Blaine left Washington on Monday
The Odd Fellows had their regular elec
,on of officers on lust Tuesday night, last for his home in Maine, occupying a
e following persons were elected: R. special car containg a bed, In which he
Schouten, M. D. Noble Grand; Mr. will make the journey without change of
J)hn Hummel, Vice-Grand; Mr. P. Schra- cars. His health is still extremely precavesande, Seer.; Mr. P. de Fey ter, Treasu- rious, and n period of absolute rest and

--

into getting out and

gun

the Republicanswith the Cincinnati nomi- the
Sraih
o' of tL
angle
and runningnorth four

for return on the followingday.
a misstep in front of his

& Jewelers,

ivlng been institutedto recover said debt
any portion thereof;Now therefore, notice
hereby pi**, that by virtue of the power
Vl sale containedin said mortgage,and of the
statute in such case made and provided,the said
mortgage will be foreclosed by a sate of the mortL'ngi-dpremises,or so much thereof as may be
necessary to satisfy the amount due upon said
mortgage aa aforiaid.(both principal and interest,
said attornev fee and the costa and expenses ot
sale, allowed by law,) at public auction, to the
ntghest bidder, on the 19th day of September, A. D.
187H, at one o’clock In the afternoon, at the front
door of the court house In the city of Grand Haven
In said County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
that being the place for holding the Circnll Court
for said county. Said mortgagedpremisesare described tn the said mortgage as follows, to-wit: All
Having disposed of most ot our old stock, we have
that certain piece or parcel of land known and
occupied my new quarters,on RIVBB STRKIJT
described as follows, to-wit: Villagelots number
with a boanttral stock of everything
ninety-two(9i) and ninety-three (to) at numbered
pertaining to a complete
on the villageplat of the villageof Berlin, and situated In the County of Ottawa and State of Mlchlcan, on section number thirty-four(84) town eight
Store.

some day nations, and the Fourth of July committhat there is a differencebetween “comtees are ready or nearly so; consequently
mon blank” and good "card board.” We we can expect a grand time on Tuesday-

sell tickets for half-fare

By making

a

isn’t stingy.

for the

confident that they will find out

The Chicago

and

it,

Everything seems to he in readiness
Fourth— the Democrats are satis-

gers in a saw in his fathers’ factory,

Wednesday last, and had the
and fore-fingertaken off.

no

who can-nibbletheir

own kind.

on
thumb

not be gold, but there’s

question about the quantity of lead ip the

shocking to think that there

are still live savages

Fred. Heald accidentallygot his

has recently been

killed and eaten by the cannibals In Australia. It

wish them success.

Watchmakers

\

news from Delaware promises

an excellent yield of peaches for

Joslin&Breyman,

-------

and picnics.

The weather is beautiful.

Flies have begun

.Mortgage Sale.

necessity, for

necessity knows no law.

Holland, July 7,

F0F SALE

1875.

or

TO

BENT.

Fire Engine.
He can also pnt down Drive well potationwood
i
hfc _______
, _______ on both Iron
which
is an improvement
Owing to ill-healthI offer for sale or to rent the en pomps,i, w
woooen pumpa-oh Iron pumpe because the:
the;
iEtns House, in the City of Holland. Proposals and wooden
don’t rust, the water pump# easier and hater and
to exchange for other property will also bo enter
they don’t freeze or bnret In coid weather; and an
mined.
SVM ^
------- - - Aa
- ——A
Improvement on wooden pumpe: ttettoa making a
For fnrtheitinformation apply to
well, and nothing can get into the well and spoil
_ Steam
_____ n
to. a

M

P.

ZAL8MAX,
Holland. Mich.

Oct. 18 1875.

-

the water.
Business place on River Street, between Tenth
and Eleventh street, Holland. Mich.

\

HOW THE

Ot,D
dii

HORSE WON THE BET.

About the parson’s poor old bsy.

more than were given for Mr. Jefferson, arrangements there was another disap- majority was not so largely adverse to
and
one less than the number received pointed aspirant placed conspicuously him as it had been to Mr. Van Buren
BT OUTER WENDELL HOUCKS
by Mr. Adams. Of the sixteen votes of before the country, and another Southern nor did it begin to approach the enor’Twss on the funona trotting ground.
Massachusetts,thirteen were given for man ; and the Federalist candidatemade mous popular majority that was given
The betting men were gathered round
Pinckney.
a third, and a fourth had been created a
From far and near ; the "cracks were there
against Mr. Greeley at the last election.
DISAPPOINTEDSEEKERS FOR THE
Whoee deeds the sporting printsdeclare ;
President Adams failed of a re-election few years earlier. Early in 1813 John Mr. Fillmore,who was serving the balThe swift g. m., old ^tram’s nag,
PRESIDENCY.
in 1800-1801, and * so he must be set Armstrong, of New xork, had been ance of the term of President Taylor
The fleet s. b.f Dan Pfeiffer’s brag,
With these a third-and who is ho
made Secretaryof War. He had been (who had died in office), had - sought
The divine injnnotion,“Seek and ve down as a semi-disappointedaspirant
That stands beside his fast b. g. ?
and
Mr.
Jefferson
himself
came
very
a good soldier in the Revolution, and the Whig nomination, and so had Mr.
shall find,” does not— at least, in all its
Budd Doble, whose catarrhalname
Bo fills the nasal trump of fame.
force— apply to all those persons who near being placed on the roll of such his reputationas a writer and author has Webster, who was a kind of a candidate,
There too stood many a noted steed
aspirants. He and Col. Burr, who were remained high, notwithstandinghis final but who died a few days before the
desire to be placed at the head of the
Of Messengerand Morgan breed;
Green hones also, not s few—
American Uniqn. As there could have on the Democratic ticket, received the failure in politics. He wrote the New- election was held.
Unknown as yet what they could do ;
been but twenty-twoelected Presidenta same number of votes (78), and so no burgh Letters, which made him a sort
The election of 1856, the first in
And all tha hacks that know so well
man was chosen to the Presidency, as the of American Jonius. He served in the which the Republican partly figured,
of the United States between 1789 and
The soonrgings of the Sunday tweU.
1877, even had each Presidentbeen Constitution then stood, and the elec- NationalSenate, and he was Minister to was fought between Mr. Buchanan and
Bins are the skies of opening day
tion devolved upon the House of Repre- France in Napoleon L’s time. Made a
The bordering turf is green with May
limited to one term, and as seven PresiCol. Fremont, while Mr. Fillmore ran
The sunshine's golden gleam is thrown
dents were re-elected, it follows that the sentatives. After balloting for a week, BrigadierGeneral in 1812. he went soon as the Know-Nothing candidate.Col.
On sorrel, chestnut, bay, and roan
number of successfulaspirantsto our the House elected Mr. Jefferson,and after into the Cabinet. He hoped to be Fremont was a new aspirant, but Mr.
The hones paw and prance and neigh,
' Fillies and oolU like kittens
•
National Chief Magistracy has been but Col. Burr became Vice President. Had Madison’ssuccessor in 1817, but the Buchanan long had sought a nominaAnd dance and toss their rippled manes
small ; while the number of unsuccessful one of the New York electors withheld capture of Washington mined him, tion, and Mr. Fillmore was an old
Shining and eoft as silksn skeins ;
Wagons and giga are nnged abont,
aspirants has been very large, something his vote from Jefferson, Burr would have though he was not responsiblefor that seeker. Mr. Seward had sought the
And fashion flauntsher gay turnout ;
like a legion, when we count not only been chosen to the Presidency by 73 disgraceful event. It was believed that Republican nomination, and was offendHere stands— each youthful Jehu's dream—
those of their number who received votes to 72. Burr was the first of the the President wanted to get him out of ed because he had failed to get it; and
The jointed tandem, ticklish team
And there in ampler breadth expand
nominations or electoral votes, but those disappointed Democratic aspirantsto the way, for the purpose of being suc- so, it was reported,was the case with
The splendors of the four-in*hand
also
who were “ named for nominations,” the Residency ; and his min— which ceeded by Mr. Monroe, with whom he Judge McLean, who had been after a
On faultless ties and glossy tiles
The lovelybonnets beam their smiles
or who were pushed forward by admir- has been pronounced “the profoundest had “made up,” and who had been ap- nomination for years. Mr. Douglas,
(The style’s the man, so books avow
and most striking, with more of moral pointed Secretary of State, and who who had been in the field for some
ing but not very judicious friends. PerThe style's the woman* anyhow)
circumstance in it than that of almost acted as Secretary of* War after Gen.
haps
a
running
sketch
of
the
history
of
From flouncesfrothed with creamy laco
time, desired the Democratic nominaPeeps ont the pug-dog’s smutty face,
Presidentialaspirationmay not be out any other man ’’—was owing, not to his Armstrong’s retirement.
tion.
Or spaniel rolls his liquideye,
vices, politicalor personal,or both, but
The New Yorkers then sought the
of place at this time, when Presidential
Or staresthe wiry pet of Skye The campaign of 1860, which was the
0 woman, in our hours of esse
aspirants are so numerous, and when the *to the incident that he permitted him- nomination of Gov. Daniel D. Tompkins
overture to the civil war, had on abundSo shy with us, so free with these
self to be run against Jefferson in the for the Presidency,he having been very
host of the disappointedis so sure to be
ance of Presidentialcandidates— Abra"Come on ! Ill bot you two to one
heavily reinforced before the close of House of Representatives. Yet his con- useful in supporting the war when at ham Lincoln, John C. Breckinridge,
IT1 make him do it!” "Will you? Done!”
the first century of the Republic's life, duct, though it may not have been hon- the head of their State ; but he had to
What was it who was bound to do ?
John Bell and Stephen A. Douglas.
did not hear and can't tell you,—
not a month hence— for there are about orable toward his own party, was in give way to Mr. Monroe. Mr. CrawThat of 1864 was not so crowded, and
Pray listen till my story’s through.
strict
accord
with
the
requirements
of
ford,
of
Georgia,
also
had
to
yield
to
a score of men now aspiring to be PresiMr. Lincoln was re-elected. Chief JusScarce noticed, back behind the rest,
dent Grant’s successor, who have fair the Constitutionand the laws. He had the Virginian.Mr. Monroe had 183 tice Chase desired to have the RepubliBv cart and wagon rudely prest,
pretensions to the favors of the parties as good a right to be a candidate in the votes, and the same number was given can • nomination, but he . failed to
Ihe parson’s lean and bony bay
to which they belong ; and yet but two House of Representativesas Mr. Jeffer- for Gov. Tompkins, who was chosen
Stood harnessed in his one-horse shay,—
get it, as Mr. Seward had failed iu 1860.
Lent to the sexton for the
of these men can become candidateswith son poRReased— exactly the same right— Vice President.Rufus King, ef New
General Fremont continued his aspira(A funeral-sothe sexton said
anything, like well-foundedhopes of and had he been chosen, he would have York, the Federalist candidate,received tions, and was nominated for the PresiHis mother’s ancle’s wife was dead).
been
entitled
to
the same treatment as only thirty-four votes for the Presidensuccess, and but one of them can be
dency by a few men, who called themLike Lazarus bid to Dives’ feast,
chosen to the Presidency.Then there Mr. Jefferson received. But it is not cy, and the same number of votes for selves Radicals; but he soon left the
So looked the poor forlorn old beast
His coat waa rough, his tail was bare,
are twenty more, perhaps, who have the less true that the Jeffersonianparty the Vice Presidency woh distributed field. General McClellan was supported
The gray waa sprinkled in his hair
been talked of, or “thought of” in contemplatedhis overthrow by a resort among four Federalists.
Sportsmen and jockeys knew him not,
by the Democrats, but he succeeded onThere was no contest ih 1820, Monroe
And yet they aay he once could trot
limited circles, but of whom the great to arms had he been chosen, though they
lv in being placed high among
Among the fleetest of the town,
public, the people, have heard little in spoke of their violent intention as if it and Tompkins being re-elected with no the disappointed seekers of the PresiTill somethingcracked and broke him down,—
had reference to action that the Feder- opposition worth mentioning. Conseany case, and nothing in most cases.
The steed’s, the statesman's common lot
r
" And are we then so soon forgot?”
The first and second Presidential elec- alists might have taken had the House quently there were no disappointed
Ah me ! I doubt if one of you
In 1868 the number of the disappointed
tions were not contested,so far as the failed to elect any one to the Resi- aspirants created at that time; but
Has ever heard the name old Blue.”
was large. Chief Justice Chase sought
dency.
at
the
election
of
1824
they
cropped
out
Whose fame through all this region rung
first office was concerned. Washington
In those old days when I was young
The election of 1804 saw three Presi- strongly. There were six aspirants to the Democratic nomination, and so did
was made President without open oppoPresident Johnson— both in vain. Mr.
Bring forth the horse !" Alas ! he showed
sition, receivingon both occasions all the dential aspirants, who were to be dead the Presidency as Monroe’s administraNot like the one Mazeppa rode
Pendleton also failed to get it. Horatio
tion
drew
to
a
close;
Mr.
J.
Q.
Adams,
electoral votes ; but as the system of failures, on the two tickets. President
Scant-maned.sharp-baCked. and shaky-kneed,
Seymour got it and was defeated.The
The wreck of what waa once a steed.
voting in the coUeges then stood, every Jeffersonwas renominatedfor a second Gen. Jackson, Mr. Crawford (who had
Republicanswere united in support of
Lipa thin, eyes hollow, stiff in Joints;
man who receiveda vote was a candidate term and re-elected. Of the 176 electo- waived his “claims” in 1816), De Witt
Yet not without his knowing points.
Geu. Grant. Mr. Greeley— a good man
Clinton,
Mr.
Clay
and
Mr.
Calhoun.
for one of the two offices that were filled ral votes, he received all but fourteen,
The sexton, laughing in his sleeve
and deserving a better fate— was the
As if t were all a make-believe,
Mr.
Crawford
was
the
“caucus
candiso
low
had
the
Federalists
fallen.
The
by the action of the electors ; and there
Led forth the horse, and as he laughed
“great disappointed ” of 1872, because
were no less than ten such persons,with fourteen votes were given for Gen. date;” Mr. Calhoun postponed his purUnhitchedthe breeching from a shaft,
he
fell into the error of accepting an
Unclaspedthe rusty belt Beneath,
the followingresult : John Adams, 34 ; Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, of South pose, and became a successful candidate
anti- Republican nomination, and because
Drew forth the snaffle from his teeth,
for
the
Vice
Presidency
;
and
De
Witt
John Jay, 9 ; R. H. Harrison, 6 ; John Carolina, elder brother of Thomas PinckSlipped off his headstall,set him free
he virtually assented to bo the DemocratRutledge, 6 ; John Hancock, 4 ; George ney, and a very distinguished actor in Clinton did not persevere. The contest
From Itrap and rein— a sight to see
ic candidatefor the Presidency. He had
the revolutionarycontest. He had been lay between Crawford and the other
Clinton, 3 ; Samuel Huntingdon, 2
So worn, so lean In every limb.
been u seeker of the Presidency for some
three
aspirants.
There
was
no
choice
on the ticket with President John
John Milton, 2 ; John Armstrong, 1
It can’t be they are saddling him
years. He must be set down as having
It is 1 bla hack the pig-skinstrides
and Benjamin Lincoln, 1. With two Adams in 1800, the anti- Adams Federal- made by the electors, and Mr. Adams attained to the disagreeableeminence of
And flaps his lank, rheumatic sides
exceptions,all the men who received ists hoping to make him President,and was chosen by the House of RepresentaWith looks of mingled scorn and mirth
being the worst beaten PresidentialcanThey buckle round the saddle girth
these votes were famous revolutionary making no disguise as to their views ; tives.
didate
mentioned in our history , because
With horsey wink and saucy toss
In 1828 President Adams was beaten
characters ; and Mr. Adams, though he but he ran one vote behind Mr. Adams,
A youngster throws his leg across,
of the many aud various bitter incidents
And so, his rider on his back,
had not a majority of the electoral votes, which was given for John Jay, by a by Gen. Jackson, and thus he, like his
that marked and characterizedhis defeat
They lead him, limping to the track.
was legally chosen to the Vice-Presi- Rhode Island elector. Thus he became father, was disappointed one-half, as he
Far up behind the starting-point,
and fall.
failed
only
of
a
re-election.
The
contest
dency, according to the manner of fill- the Federalist candidate in 1804, but he
To limber ont each stiffenedjoint.
To sum up : There are several claases
took nothing by his nomination. Rufus was confined to those two great men, no
ing the second office in 1789.
As through the Jeering crowd he past,
King was on the ticket with him, as the new aspirants appearing in the field; but of disappointed Presidentialaspirants,
' Our first contested national election
One pitying-lookold Hiram cast
" Go it, ye cripple,while ye can !”
occurred in 1796 ; and a very close one candidate for the Vice Presidency, and in 1832 there were four candidates,two which can be set fortli in order
Cried out unsentimental Dan
1. The men who were regularlynomiit was, Mr. John Adams being chosen to obtained the same support, or fourteen of whom were new men in the Presi" A Fast-day dinner for the crows !’
Budd Doble’s scoffingshout arose.
the Presidencyby 71 votes, and Mr. votes, which were given by Connecticut dential business. President Jackson nated for the Residency, and beaten,
never reaching the office. They are
Jefferson receiving 68 votes ; and these and Delaware and by two Maryland elec- was re-elected, and Mr. Clay, who v had
Slowly, ss when the walking-beamH /
Charles C. Pinckney, De Witt Clinton,
First feels the ga<h< ring bead of steam.
been
badly
beaten
in
1824,
was
beaten
tors.
The
Democrats
had
removed
Cel.
last vc tea made Mr. Jefferson Vice PresiWith warning cough and threatening wncezc
in the same manner in 1832. Mr. Wm. Rufus King, William H. Crawford,
Burr
from
their
ticket,
and
their
new
dent.
It
was
in
that
contest
that
disapThe stiff old charger crooks his knees,
At first with cautious step sedate,
pointed aspirants began to appear. nominee for the second office was George Wirt, who had been United States Attor- Henry Clay, William Wirt, Hugh L.
As if he dragged a coach of state;
Some of the Federalists desired that Clinton, of New York, long Governor of ney General from 1817 U* 1829, was the White, Daniel Webster, James G. BirHe’s not a colt; he knows full well
John
Jay, of New York, should be their that State, and the most influential man anti-Masonic candidate,and received ney, Lews Cass, Winfield Scott, John
That time is weight and sure to tel
P. Hale, John C. Fremont, Stephen A.
No horse so sturdy but he fears
party’s candidate, and probably he would in it. He receivedthe same number of the electoral vote (7) of Vermont; and
The handicap of twenty years.
Douglas, John Bell, John C. Breckinto
John
Floyd,
of
Virginia,
were
given
have been supported by that party, and votes that were given for Mr. Jefferson.
ridge, George B. McClellan,Horatio
As through the throng on either hand
the
11
votes
of
South
Carolina.
In
1808
there
were
a
number
of
aspiMr. Adams have been set aside, had
The old horde nears the judges' stand,
Seymour, aud Horace Greeley. Mr.
There
were
five
candidates
at
the
elecrants
for
the
Residency.
Mr.
J efferson,
it
not
been
for
the
circumstance
that
he
Beneath his jockey’s feather-weight
Bim"y and Mr. Hale received no electoral
tion
of
1836,
and
Daniel
Webster,
perBe warms a little to his gait,
was laboring under the odium that fol- who had resolvedto retire, wished to be
And now aad then a step is tried '
vote.
*
haps
the
greatest
of
all
the
disappointed
succeeded
by
his
Secretary
of
State,
Mr.
lowed from his having negotiated the
That hints of somethinglike a stride.
2. The men who, being regularly
famous treaty with England— “Jay’s Madison ; but Jamo Monroes thought aspirants, obtained the 14 votes of Mas" Go !— Through his ear the summons stung
Treaty,” as it was denominated—and he had “claims” on the Democratic sachusetts;26 were cast for Hugh L. nominated,sought to be re-elected to a
As if a battle-tramp had rang
The slumberingmstincts long unstirred
hence he was not available. He can be party, and he and his friends were very White, of Tennessee,an old Jackson second term, they being in office, aud
Start at the old familiar word
failed. They are: John Adams, John
set down as having aspired to the Presi- restive. George Clinton wished to pro- man; and 73 for Gen. Harrison. Mr.
It thrills like flame through every limb—
dency, though he did not seek it ; and ceed, as Mr. Adams and Mr. Jefferson Van Bureu was chosen President, the Quincy Adams, and Martin Van Buren.
Whal mean bis twenty years to him ?
3. The men who, being in office, to
The savage blow his rider dealt
had he remained Chief Justice of the had proceeded,from the Vice Presidency number of his votes being 170. South
Fell on his hollow flanksunfelt
which
they had been regularlychosen,
Carolina
gave
her
11
votes
to
Willie
P.
to
the
Presidency
;
and
New
York
supUnited .States Supreme Court, and had
The spur that pricked his staring hide
sought nominationsfor tecoud terms,
Unheeded tore his bleeding side
he taken no part in politics in 1789-’%, ported his claims. But everything had Mangum, of North Carolina.
Alike to him are spur and rein.
The great battle of 1840 was a square, aud failed to get them.- They are: James
in all probability be would have been to yield to the iron will of Jefferson ;
He steps s flve-year-oldagain
stand-up
fight between the Democrats K. Polk, Franklin Pierce, and James
and
Clinton
ran
again
for
the
second
our second President,as he was one of
Before the quarter pole was past,
and
the
united opposition, and the Buohtnan.
place
under
Madison.
The
Federalists
the
very
first
men
of
that
period
in
e
very
Old Hiram said, " He’s golug fast.”
4. The men who had succeeded to the
Long ere the quarter was a half.
respect. Bat there was another aspirant put up their ticket of 1804, Pinckney former were beaten, President Van
The chuckling crowd had wased to laugh
Presidency
because of the deaths of
Buren
receiving
onlv
60
votes,
and
Gen.
and
King,
and
more
than
trebled
the
vote
in 1696 who failed. Thomas Pinckney,
Tighter bis frightened jockey clung
Presidents,
they
having been chosen to
Harrison
234.
With,
perhaps,
the
exthey
had
secured
for
it
in
the
earlier
of South Carolina, a prominent man, was
As in a mighty stride be swung,
The gravel flyingin his track,
the Federalist candidate for the Vice year. Pinckney and King received 47 ception of the campaign of 1872, there the Vice Presidency, and who sought
His aeek stretched out, his ears hid back,
Presidency ; audit was intended by some votes ; and Mr. Madison had 122 votes, is nothing like it in our history. There nominations, with the view of being
His tall extendedall the while
Behind him like a rat-tall file
of the Federalists that he should be and George Clinton 113. Quite a num- were no new aspirants in it, but Mr. regularly elected. They are: John Tyler,
made President,they having an invin ber of Democratic votes for the Vice Van Buren was served like the Adamses, Mulard Fillmore, and Andrew Johnson.
5. The men who received electoral
cible distrust of Mr. Adams. As G&n. Presidency were diverted from Clinton, he failing of a re-election.The Whigs
The quaking Jockey shapes a prayer
votes
for the office, but who had not
lost,
or
rather
thev
failed
to
reap,
the
nine
being
given
for
John
Langdon,
of
Pinckney must have known what it was
From scrape of oaths he used to swear
He drops his whip, lie drops his rein,
contemplated to do, we must set him New Hampshire, three for Mr. Madison, proper fruits of their victory, because been formally nominated for the PresiHe clutches fiercely for k mine
down as having been a very much dis- and three for Mr. Monroe. Six of the they had made an injudiciousnomina- dency. They are, Thomas Pinckney,
Hell lose hi* hold— he sways sud
•
ppointed man when he found that not New York electors would not vote for tion for the second office, so that Presi- George Clinton, John Floyd, and Willie
He’ll slide beneath those trampling heels !
The knees of many a horseman quake,
only had he been defeated for the Presi- Mr. Madison for the first place, and gave dent Harrison’searlj death waa ruinous P. Mangum.
.The flowerson many a bonnet shake,
6. The men who were mentioned in
dency, but that he had failed to get the their Presidential votes for George Clin- to them in a short time.
Aad shouts arise from left and right,
connection
with the regular Presidential
But
they
rallied
bravely,
and
came
very
'‘«ick on! Stick on!” "Hould tight! Hould Vice Presidency. A number cf the ton, These were the first signs afforded
nomination,
but never revived it. They
tight!” i
near
to
success
in
1844,
when
Mr.
play
that
the
triumphant
party
was
suffering
Adams Federalist electors withheld their
Cling ronnd ids neck and don’t let go—
was their candidate.A new aspirant are— at least in part— John Jay, Daniel
from
internal dissensions.
votes
from
him,
the
plan
that
had
been
’That pace can’t hold— there I steady ! Whoa !”
Four years later these dissensions had was brought forward on the Democratic D. Tompk’ns, John C. Calhoun, WillBut like the sable steed that bore
formed for the defeat of Mr. Adams
The spectrallover of Lenore,
much
increased, and a great effort was side, Gen. Cass, whose appearancewas iam Gaston of North Carolina, John
being thus turned against Gen. PinckHis nostrils snorting foam and Are,
made
to
turn out the Virginian dynasty, fatal to Mr. Van Buren’s hopes; but the Armstrong, William Pinckney, William
ney
himself,
with
latal
effect.
Mr.
No stretchhis bony limbs can tire
And now the stand he rushes by,
Aaams had 71 votes, Mr. Jeffeison 68, but with no other result than to place General himself was set aside, and Mr. Lowndes, William Smith of South CaroAnd " Stop him !— atop him I” Is the cry.
and Gen. Pinckney 59. In consequence, another disappointed Presidential aspi- Polk was nominated and elected. The lina, John McLean, Richard Rush,
«tand back !;he’s only Just begun—
He’s haring out three bests in one
- as already stated, Mr. Jefferson became rant in the list.to which such men be- Liberty party then came forward and Louis McLane, Levi Woodbury. John
'" Don't rush in front ! he’ll smash your brains ;*
Vice Resident. Mr. Adams, it will be long. Had George Clinton lived, some- supported Mr. James G. Birney, and M. Clayton, Richard M. Johnson, RearBut follow up and grab the reins !“
seen, came within two votes of being thing effective ’might have been done ; the Wnigs attributed their defeat to that Admiral Charles Stewart, Reverdy JohnOld Hiram spoke. Dan Pfeffer heard,
And sprang impatient at the word
placed at the very head ef the long list but he died early in 1812, a disappointed movement, os, they asserted, it toolf son, Chester Ashley of Arkansas, Salmon
Budd Doble atarted on his l>ay,
of disappointed Presidency seekers. man. His nephew, De Witt Clinton, from them more votes iu New York P. Chnse, Roger B. Taney, Thomas H.
Old Hiram followed on his gray.
And off they spring and lonna they go,
Two Southern electoral votes alone saved was nominated by the bolting Democrats; alone than would have sufficed to bring Benton, William O. Butler, William L.
Marcy, Thomas Corwin, John J. CritThe fast ones doing " all they know.”
him from having that disagreeablepo- and the Federalists held a convention in about the election of Mr. Clay.
Xook ! twice they follow at his heels,
In
1848
there was a great change. The tenden, Jefferson Davis, Thomas H.
New
York
and
resolved
to
support
him.
sition
forced
upon
him.
“A
single
As ronnd the circlingoourte he wheels,
After a warm Conflict Mr.’ Madison Democrats nominated Gen.' Cass, and Seymour, James Guthrie, William R.
voice in Virginia, ” says his grandson
was
re-elected, he receiving 128 votes ; the Whigs Gen. Taylor— which led to King, Cassius M. Clay, William H. Sewand biographer,'.‘and one in North
Still on, and on, the third time round
but
the
89 votes that were given for De bolting on both sides, and the bolting ard, John A. Dix, Henry Wilson, R. M.
They’re tailing off ! they’relosing ground
Carolina, prompted by the lingering
Budd Doble ’s nag begins (o fail
memory of revolutionaryservices, had Witt Clinton showed how strong the op- Barnburners of New York (Van Buren T. Hunter, George M. Dallas, Albert H.
Dan PfsifferSs sorrai'WhisknjUa tail
Tracy of New York, Theodore Frelingturned the scale. Had these been given position had become, their vote having men) united with the bolting Free BoilLuysen, Gen. Hancock, George H. Peners
in
support
of
a
ticket
bearing
the
gone
up,
per
sattum,
from
47
to
89,
alto Mr. Jeffersoninstead, he would have
w Now for the flflieh ! at the Wtff; ' • *'
dleton, AssociateJustice Davis, Charles
been President. , South Carolina, on the most doubling in four years. Elbndge names of Mr. Van Bhren and Mr. C. F.
The old horse- all the rest astern—
F.
Adams, Edward Bates, Green Clay
Comes swinging in with easylrot
oilier hand, steady to neither party, Gerry, of Massachusetts, was chosen Adams. The result was the defeat of
Smith,
Gen. Sherman, and Wendell
By Jove ! he's distanced all the lot !
Vice
President,
his
vote
being
121
;
and
Gen.
Cass,
who
never
again
was
nominmanifested the same sectional bias
Phillips. With two or three exceptions,
That trot no mortal could explain;
which has ever sinee marked her policy Jared Ingersoll, of Pennsylvania, an old ated. There had been some talk of nomSome said, "Old Dutchman Come Again!”
inating either Judge Woodbury or Gen. the persons here named were “ talked
[this was written in 1856] by dividing Federalist, had 86.
Some took his time-at least they tried,
But
before
another
election
could
take
Wm. 0. Butler, of Kentucky, and it was of ” in connection with the Presidential
her votes between Mr. Jefferson and Mr.
But What it was could non* decide ;
One said he oohldnl understand
place,
everything
had
changed.
The
said that both those gentlemen aspired nominationbefore .the open beginning
Pinckney. ,r It was New England that
What happenedto his second band ;
of the present contest, We do not make
defeated* Gen. Pinckney,for she gave second war with England was declared to the Presidentialnomination. Gen.
One said 2:10; that couldn’t be—
a list of the present aspirants, the names
in
June,
1812
;
and
most
of
the
NorthButler
was
the
Democratic
candidate
More like two twenty-two or three;
eighteen votes, IgnJliql Mm, which not
of whom are printed every week in most
Old Hiram settledit st last
ern
Federalists
had
so
borne
themselves
for
the
Vice
Residency.
only placed him third on the list of
"The time was two— too dee-rei-ishfast!’’
Another change came in 1852. Mr. of the newspapers, or occur daily in comcandidates, but more than neutralized concerning it as to create the impression
mon conversation.
The pnwoo's bopw had w<yi the Utjf *
the support he got in South Carolina. that they were anxious for the success of Douglas had then become an aspirant,
It coot him somethingof a sweat
7. It only remains to mention that
the
enemy.
The
masses
are
always
patbut
the
Democrats
nominated
Gen.
Back in the one-hone shay he went ;
He gained a vote in Pennsylvania, but
Aaron Burr forms a class apart from
The panon wondared wh&t It meant,
lost three In Maryland. Had eleven of riotic,and they “ frowned upon ” the Pierce, and he was chosen. Gen.
And murmured, with a mild surprise (;
other disappointed aspirants, as he was
the eighteen New England votes that Federalists, who never afterward fnade Scott, who had long been a PresidencyAnd pleassut twinkle of the eyes,voted for in the House of Representaseeker,
was
the
Whig
candidate,
and
he
" That nneral must hsvc been a trick,
any
figure
as
a
national
party
;
bo
that
were given for Ellsworth, Jay and others
tives for the Presidency, for which office
Or corpses drive at double-quick
was
utterly
beaten;
and
perhaps
his
dewhen
the
Residential
contest
of
1816
been given for Pinckney, he would have
I shouldn’t wonder, I declare,
he had not been nominated.-^.Boston
been chosen to the Vice Presidency, as began, the Democratic party alone had feat was as great as that of Mr. Van
, If Brother Murray msde th? prxyer !”
Journal,
Buien
in
1840,
save
that
the
popular
he would have had seventy votes, or two much to do with it. In making their
The same that drew the one-horse shay.
Moral for which this tale is told ;
A horse can trot, for all he’s old.
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Symptomi of Catarrh.

The Washington Monument.

Dull, heavy headache, obstructionof the naTo the People of the United BUteg :
sal passage e, diaeharge falling into the throat,
approach of the one-hundredth sometimes profuse, watery, acrid, thick and

The

anniversaryof the nation’s birth vividly tenacious mucous, purulent, mucopurulent,
brings before the mind of all true lovers bloody, putrid, offensive, etc. In others, a dryof the country the memory of him who ness, dry, water/, weak, or infl*medeyes, ringwas “ first in war, first in peace, and ing in ears, deafness,hawking and coughing to

countrymen.”
The monument to commemorate a people’s gratitude to George Washington

clear the throat, ulcerations, scabs from ulcere,

HALF A DOLLAR HALF A DOLLAR

$25 TO $50 PER Oil

Will

Can Actually be Made with the

Will

Pay (or the

Pay forth*

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

Great
Western

first in the hearts of his

LEDGER LEDGER

Well Auger

voice altered,nasal twang, offensivebreath,
impaired smell and taste, dizziness, mental depression, tickling cough, etc. Only a few of the
has remained in an unfinished condition above symptoms are likely to be present in any
case at one time.

For tho Next Half Year.'

the Next Half Year.

For

The LEDGER is a large ft-psge,66-eclnnui, Independent
Newspaper, which no inUdliirentliuuily sntuud be without. The best Story Paper i». Inter!. Try It.

Address, Tllli LEDCiKIi, Chicago, IU.

more than twenty yean, under the
When applied with Dr. Pierce's Nasal Douche,
shadow of the NationallOapitol ; it is now and accompanied with Dr. Pierce's Golden
feet, ana
and wnen
when compi
completed will be Medical Discovery as constitutional treatment,
174 leet,

for

The

485 feet high— a plain ana simnple obe- Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy produces perfect
th a stone cures of the worst cases of Catarrh and Ozama
lisk, surrounded at the base wit
of many years standing. This thorough course
terrace twenty-five feet high and 300 feet of medication constitutesthe only scieutiflc,
in diameter. The cost to finish it is esti- rational, safe, and successfulmanner of treating this odiouH disease that has ever been ofmated at $500,000.
In the name of gratitude,patriotism, fered to the afflicted.
and national pride the Monument SocieHurst Hotel, St. Louis.
ty renews its earnest appeal for aid to
European plan. Booms^ fl per day. Meals
dischargea duty our country owes to the at all hours. Col. L. D. Watson, chief clerk.

Wonders of Modern Chemistry.

Sraiarlai aMIts
The Enemy of Disease, the Foe of
Fain to Man and Beast,
I. tk.

Associates.

Changes ns Been and Felt as They D»Uj
Occur after Using a Few Doses of

SnadOM

BADWAY’S

DE.

MUSTANG Sarsaparillian
LINIMENT,
Resolvent,
V

name in human history.
What more fitting time for the people

brightest

Wilhoft’s Tonic I— A Safe, Sure and
throughout the lengtjhand breadth of our ScientificCure !— The unprecedented sale of
land to make their grateful offerings to Wiis world-renowned medicine proves incontestably that no remedy has superseded the use of
this noble work, to show their reverence
this reliable Tonic. No spleen has been found
THE GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER.
for the name of the “Father of his so hard as not to yield to its softeninginfluCountry,” than this Centennial jubilee ence, and no liver so hypertrophiedm not to
AFFLICTN
1.
dtaippiNiTADo#of woRknoto,
melancholy; increaseand hsrdnesa of fash and mn»
of universal rejoicing for the possession give up its long-retainedbilious secretions, and
DOMES
eles,
ate.
no Chill or Fever has yet. refused to fall into
YIELD1
of our glorious free institutionsand amaz2. Strength Increases,
appetite improves, relish fee
line. G. R. Finlay & Co., Proprietors,New
costing 29c. , ftOc. or 9 1.OO, has often sawed food.no more soar eructationsor waterbrasb.good diing progress in all that makes and congestion, calm and undisturbed sleep, awaken fresh and
Orleans.
And arc prepared to demonstrate the fact.
stitutes an enlightened, powerful, and
For bale by all Druggists.
L Disappearance of spots, blotches,pimples;the skin
OUR* AU GERS *re operated entirely bv
great
• >
looks clear and healthy, the ortne changed fimn its tur
bid
and cloudy appearance to a dear abornr or ambei
and will bore at the rate of 80
appeal to the jninisters of the
Chapped hands, face, pimples, ring- HORHEMoWEK,
color; water passes freely from the hUddei through ths
FEET PER HOUR. They bore from
urethrawithout pain or scalding littleor no sediment:
gospel and Superintendents of Sabbath- worm, saltrhoum, and other cutaneous affecno pain or weakness.
schools to take up a collection on Sun- tions cured, and rough skin made soft aad
FEET IN DIAMETER,
Be care- 3
day, the 2d day of July next, or any con- smooth, by using Juniper Tar Soap.
fill to get onlyF that made
made by Caswell.Hazard And ANY DEPTH REQUIRED. They will bore In
venient day before or thereafter ; above 4 Co., New York, as there are many imitations
All kind* of Earth, Soft Sand and Lima*
all, we appeal to the sovereign people, made with common tar, all of which are worthatone. Bituminous Stone Coal,
m5.^eUowUnge
wldte 3 jho even, and the ewnr
Slate and Hardpan.
thy. saffronnppeaanoeof the skin changed to a clear,
____
the impregnable bulwark of the nation’s
1000 SOLD LAST SEAfON
lively and healthycolor.
And we MAKE THE REST OF WELLS in QUICKsafety, for the means of completing the
6 Those sufferingfrom weak or ulesrsted,
BAND.
WITHOUT ONE FAILUB1 OB REJECTION
Toothache proceeds from ague in the
tubercles will realize great benefit in expi
monument
it.
GOOD ACTIVE AGENTS Wanted in every This Is the fomons Threshingmachinethat bit freely the tough phlegm or muoooe from the
face, operating upon the exposed nerve of a
and County In the United States. Rend for our “swept the field" and created such a revolutionin the cells,bronchi or windpipe,throat or bead dl
We resspectfullyrequest that all con- dacavea tooth. Rab the gum thoroughly with State
of the frequencyof sough generalincrease of stns
IllustratedCatalogue, terms, prices, Ac., p re ring
trade, by its matcblem Geain-Savikoand Tnu-fiAV* throughout the system; stoppage of night sweat* . _
the
finger,
wet
witn
Johnsons
Anodyne
Linis
may
be
sent
direct
to
J.
B.
tributions may
our advertisements bom fide. Address
iko- principles.
pains and feeling of weakness around fthgjmklee.legs,
ment,
heat
the
face
well,
and
lap
a
flannel
wet
Smith, Treasurer of the Washington Nashonldm, etc. ; cessationof cold and chills,SUM of

Good

WE MEAN

IT!

nation?

We

,

TO 6

'

tional Monument Society, at

Washington,

D. C.

Wo

“THE VIBRATOR”

_

_

less.

'

;

;

with the linimenton the face, also, put a little
of the linimentinto the cavity of the tooth on

cotton.
ask the liberal and patriotic press

BLOOMFIELD, DAVIS GO, IOWA.

The system frequentlygets out of

or- BWState
of the country to keep this appeal before
der and should be at once regulated,else other
the public up to the Fourth of July en- troubles will ensue ; when physic is needed
suing.
take Parsons' Purgative Pills : they are a safe,
wholesome, and natural medicine.
By order of the Society.

what paper you saw this advertisement

in

From Humility

Invincible ThreshingMachineswith mounted horsepowers or portableengines. Bend for
catalogueand price list. Kingsland, Ferguson 4
Co., manufrs. Office 823 N. Second at., 8t Louis.

to Excellence.

A

few weeks ago an English gentleHave yon ever heard of a case of Ague
man gave an address in Philadelphia,in that Bhallenberger’sPills would not cure ?
which be alluded to the effect of the ExYegetine is perfectlyharmless from
hibition of 1851 upon the British people.
any bad effect upon the system.
Up to that date, he said, the people had
been vain of themselves, and vain of
Dr. Schenck’*Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Weed
their achievements. Brought face to
Tonic and Mandrake PIUe.-Tkew medicines
face with other nations, and becoming
have undoubtedly performed more cures of Consumption
for the first time aware that in many dethan any other remedy known to the American public.
partments of art they had everything to
They are compoundedof vegetableIngredients, and conlearn from those whom they had previtain nothing which can be injoriooato the hnman conously despised, they were left by that
stitution.Other remedies advertised as cures for ConExhibition utterly humbled. They had
sumption probably contain opium, which ia a somewhat
nothing to say for themselves,except to
dangerous drug In all eases, and If taken freely by conconfess that they had been self •flattering
sumptive patients, it must do great injury ; for iU tend'
fools, and nothing to do but to put
themselves resolutely to the task of over- ency ia to confine the morbid matter In the system,
which, of course, must make score Impossible.Schenck’s
taking the world around them. The rePulmonic Syrup is warranted not to containa particle of
sult of a quarter of a century of work has
opium ; it is composed of powerful but harmless herbs,
been wonderful. During these twentywhich act on the langs, liver,stomach and blood, and
five years the art of England has been

transformed. The South Kensington

Museum

is a child

of that early Exhibi-

tion, and is probably the finest

museum

THE ENORMOUS WASTAGE of

grain, eo iserifaMs

Three hogs, can be SAVED by this
Improved Machine, nffleiem, on every job, lo more them
pay all expeiiteiof threshing.

CHRONIC PLEURISY CURED,
Messrs. Wr.EKS A POTTER— Gentlemen:Having for
many months past suffered with a very lame side, called

AN EXTRA PRICE

ALL

HARRIMAN.

acres of plants

MONEY

TIME

Pickers,”etc., are entirely diipeneedvith ; Ires than
one-halfthe usual Gears, Belts, Boxss, and Journals;
easier managed : mors durable ; light running ; no oostly repairs;no dust; no " litterings " to clean op; not
troubledby adverse winds, rain or storms.
“

1876.

COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER,
forLocul Pnlns, Lameness, Sorcm-sa,Wen kness, Numbness.amlInflammation of the
Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, Spleen, Howels,
Illauder,Heart and Muscles, Is euual to an
A single

and

and

shruns.
Price ‘49 cents. Sold by all Drngglsts.
Mailed on receipt of price, 29 ccuts tnr o

with the painful operationof using there inatnmiante),
dissolving stone In the bladder,and in all caare of Inilamraattonof th* Bladder and Kidn<7», in Chroni
cases of Leucorrhea and Uterine diseases.
In tumors, node*,hard Tumps and eypbilpld iloets;
dropsy and venerealsore throat, oloen, and in tuberci
of the lunge: in gout, '
1

are potted
largo saving made ly it will not employ Infsrior and wasteful machines, but wHl Met on this
improved Thresher doing their work.

$3.00

mm

M-^^Canliof noted mtn, women,

name
on
A NOVELTY. RO Transparent
printed

ami Preeldrntiof

ffsTTnon^Tlreii
XnirMf.VlilUqg, Reward, Mnttn, Comir, and Trn»!DOMat Cardi. 185 lamplee, worth $5, if nt nottiwldfor 85 *nt-.
jTh. bufford'ssons, boston, mass. latouubsdiwo.
>

will tell

agency.lt restoresthe hopelereto a newjte andaew
existence where this great remedy stand* alone in it*
might and power.
fit tee ordinaryskin diseases that every on* la more op
leu troubledwith, a few doses wilt In most oases, and a
fuw bottlesIn tee more aggravated forma, work a permanent cur*.
Those afflicted with ohronlo diseasesshould purchase
a package containing on* down bottles.Price 110
He! ^Bold ’by
P*r half dozen bottles, or $1 per hot-

^

RADWAY’8

READY

LOSSINC’S
A

40

page Pamphleton Special

MEDICAL ADVICE and ChronicDucaaea,Cancer,
Opium Ilabit,Ac, SENT FREE on receipt
Uamp. Addreu,
Dr, Butti'DUpentaryNo. 12 N. *thit, St. Louis, Ma

Catarrh, Rupture.
ot

n

:

counter, exclaiming

One or two good men In every countyLarge salary to the right men. Par,
tlculars free. Variky Manuf’u Oo., OincinnaU, 0.

WW

17761

and a 3-cent stamp for 90
White Bristol VisitingCards. Printed
by a new process. No nicer ones ever
seen. Prices never before named.
Largest varietyever shown. All other
kinds oorrestKmdlnglylow. Circulars,3-cent stamp.
Inducementsnever before offeredto agenta. Territory

10

fast being taken.
W. C.

whisky.”

A Nautical Incident.
They were returning from a moonlight
excursionto Rockaway. • The sea was
quite rough, and the little steamer rose

with every pulsation of the
great deep, like the bustle of a stormy
woman. After studying the sky and
ocean for about one hour in silence, he
turned to her and said :
“ Dear Georgians, you will be mine ?
You will give me your hand and heart?”

CANNON,

WATCHES. A

Great Sensation. Sample
Watch and Outfit free to Agent*. Better than
Gold. Address A. COULTER * GO., Chicago.

“A Century

of

Bosswau
hag* —•

a hoU from 20 to tOlnehti in dlamoUr, 100 feel a day easy. Bend for
illustratedcatalogue. Elevates (bo
dirt without retnorlDg tho shafting.

GOSPEL WORK.”

$125
MONITOR

Address

MANUFG

00., Oinelnnatt, Ohio.
Bast’s

fhAFA
vL <

nil

tDOJU

A Month.— Agents wanted, 38
ing article*In the

Address JAY

beet

s*U-

The

deadly pale, “I’d rather give you
stomach. .firooWyn Argus.

my

Men, women and children, at this season should take Dr. J. H. McLean’s Strengthening Co dial and Blood Fortfier. It will give
yon strength and health, vitalizeand purify
your blood. Dr. J. H. McLean’s office, 314
Chestnut street, St. Louis.

j

£

Detroit. Mich

FORTUNE can

be made without oost or riak.
Comiitoation forming. Particulatefree. Addrere
JTb. BURGES, Manager, Rawlins City, Wyoming.

A.

pay

postage) a sample

of Dob-

to

great Interest

toll

to Ho^

-

man.
by mail
malllfoil
m. Sent bv

oentj
lpIvincent,
P.L

60
J.

_

MARTIN.
PatenteeA Proprietor,
JHoornflrld,
Iowa.

TJ^mmjWn?

PAINS,

RAD-

>r

dsIc

Pmiuuffl0* 08

Price 60 Cent*. Sold by Druggist*.

LE EAT 2
and

is
DR.

RADWAY’8

J/IUtr

if 'tract <•/ //«'/. Phy alclaao reportmsov earn to
iDdlceiUon,BlUnu.-.f«»,tnn»tl|.at
nu, Dyspepsia,Piles, Lunr,
l.lrer, Bladder, Klln'r and Bl«ri .llumne*. female Phyal-

REGULATING

PULS

»i
gjfl^t I
“ rOBHBlE C

Diseases,
lion, Dys.
lion of the
InternalViscera. Warranted to effect a posltire cure.
Purely Vegetable, containingno mercury, mlaefsls,or
deleterious

drugs

f JY"Obeen» the followingsymptoms resultingfrom
Disordersof the DigestiveOrgans
:

'

‘

Bach,
of

the

is

raised by horse
and lowered by hand.
Rights for sale. Circu-

filled and

lars free.

A.W.korgan,

aima

k ladlasapolis.

s

Bl

S£,f^iAtob,•'

Afowdomof

A

Several are wanted in every house.
purchase leads to a desirefor our 919,

930

lUi HABIT CURED AT HOME.
UrlUm
No
Timo
. t\ 1.

or

940

Rend “FALSE AND TRUE.”

article.

Send one lettoreteapto

ALL OF GREAT UTILITY.
Phyalclnm, ftnrsee,Scientist*,
and *11 Users npprowt them.

1

pubUcity.
short
Terms moderate.1.00U teetima
nials. Deacribecase. Da F. E. Mabsh, Quincy, Mich.

RADWAY'B PILL* MBfn.1

system from all
Cent*
per Box.
nt* per

AGENTSI ASS ARTICLE,

$77

TIND READING, P8YCH0MAN0Y.FASCINATION.

INTERNAL

t

width. The Auger

owoir^igs

Y

all

Traveler* should always cany a bottle of
with them. Afewdropatawatei
will preventsickness or pains from change of water.

WAY’S RELIEF

a

Hergin’iWall Augur
bores 20 feet per hour,
by one man and horse,
withoutlifting shafting.
Bores from 1 toi feet in

But Drereingfor Ladle*’ Shoes,
tl JCaI X llN .Ei SatxbfaotioiiGDAXAimuro.
lad ire, oak for IL Merchants, send for CtaOULA*.
ORVKL HOLDEN k GO.. 187 K. Klnxie St. Ohloago.

-1

BOWKls. and

him. How to train

him. How
ter.

llAliSMprWtS
f _

-

H
ANRWBOOI

to sell

handled with ease. Complete Rig $100, Territory selling rapidly. Send for Circular.
.0. RUST, Patentee,Macon, Mo.

39

Warren

worth thousands

Noeompetlilonto speak of. Full information on receipt of stamp.

SELTZER

WAKEFIELD EARTH CLOSET CO.
36 Dey Street.New York.

mont
ClANS of flrstoclaea mitlo-rs,inehuUny

ERS’,

0/

lower orlceeThan wwCr _

OWN PRINTING!

DO YOUR

•how themselves In almost protean shapes,hot always
tee injury of the patient. They cause indescribable
agony. The experienceof thirty years ah owe that tee
best remedy for this dare of diseasesia
'i'iirr<tDt’*Seltzer Aperient
Its properties are diuretic, which are specially adapted
to

of our readers gratis (on receipt of fifteen

bina’ Electric Soap to try. Send at once.

Bbayl

make any size. Bouldersand Quicksand

At our request Cragin & Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., have promised to send any
cents to

VMMKFU, th.

filled Auger

fell,

“ Oh, Alfred,” she answered, turning

Uonind terms,n>80AMMKLL*00.|ChlO&gO|
III*

raised from the bottom of
the well without liftingthe shaft. Bores a 17
inch hole from 50 to too feet in one day. Can

world. One sample free.

BRONSON.

®

DRR. .
IOWKL8,
^THERIA.

Box
»z AS.Oxzoaoo.
68. Chicago III.

Box 479, Boston,Mass.

O.

A

and

,’crrnnn,h- Ar-nta Wantrii BnrinMS honorable, lucrative,prnnanentPartlrnlarafree.
Addraaa, A. Q. Nvttleton A Ca, Chicago, IB.

lifKUTCn 1
nRH 1 CU i

*2

Cs*riiniui.edrUoabr
su eminent author,or worthy to be publiahedln both EriglUhnnd German. One Jarreand
profuselyIllustrated, yeitow-prieedvolume. fWosth#

CO.,

CENTS

$250

:

“ Treat urn white man ;

NATIONAL?UBLI8HING

terms to Agenta.

ARTICLES FOR ACCUTR
Free. BOSTON NOVELTY CO.. Mass RDCll 1 0

VS

TH
01

INFLAMMATIONOF TH* IC1
INFLAMMATIONOF
INFLAMMATION

:

ILL. CATALOGUE OF

Vfr re

UNIT ID

f

Centennial history

»

A A A

OP OR
lUiA HISTORY
8TATIS tewUis
promt UUM. Ths only

Foil growiDgluterreteverywhere In tbs iArWinyhUiory ofonr
country hence,rare chance for Agents, iesd a! ones tor deeerlp-

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE GREAT

Kaukauio (now called Kaukauua) p°pn AMfl opurififi But in till Worll. w‘l f*e.
A8THMAS^1,ll»*• POPHAM a 00., UB.fckBt-.PhUA.Po.
one day in that year. A blue-birdwas
evar published.
sells faster than any other book
be
observed in the distance to fly and
sold 61 copies in one day. Send for our extra
$6 to $20 ?£'
rasassar' OneIt Agent
alight. Col. Tuljar, of Green Bay, ex-

fr/X '\ '\

„
P

G-XUELA/F
BEADY |U

WORK. NOW

eral at

pressed the opinion that he could shoot
it. The idea seemed ridiculous, but the
Colonel picked up a Kentucky rifle
about six feet long and blazed away, and
the bird fell. An investigation proved that
the bird was shot in the head, and that
the distance was about a mile and a quarter. The Colonel was no shot, but this
triumph was a mere accident.
George W. La we kept a house at that
int, and it was here where the feat had
een performed. An Indian stood there,
r*
clad solely in a breech clout, and when
the result was made known the Indian
privately inquired of the Colonel how he
aimed. He answered
“ Right between the eyes.”
The Indian stepped up, took off his
sole article of dress, and laid it on the

RELIEF

WILL AFFORD INSTANT BASIL

how to keep health and beauty. Bend stamp.

Owned up Beat.
Profitable. Pleasant work ; hundreds now employed . hundreds more wanted.M. H Lovell, Erie, Pa.
Says the Green Bay (Wis.) Advocate:
“It was many years ago, in 1843. There OA Extra Fine MIXED CAUDS, with name,
10 coats, postpaid.LJouxa 4 0o., Nassau, N.Y.
were not many white men around Green
£
VERY
desirable NEW ARTICLES for Agent*.
Bay at that time. Five was a crowd, and
D ManfacYd by G. J. OapawaUk Go.. Cheshire,Conn.
a dozen a convention.There were sev-

of the sick. It ia In such cases, where

ion

.

tl

sign that the cur* li

bom

Shepard

Your

a sure

FARMERS and GRAIN RAISERS who

FOOTPRINTS

REVOLVERS

it is

••feel better " every
you will grow better and intrsase In health, strengthand flesh.
The great power of Oils remedy U to diresas* that
threaten death-aa In Oonromptlonof the Lungs and

In the

thns correct all morbid secretions, and szpel all the disFOUR SIZES made for <L 8, 10 and 12 Horse
Powers. Also a specialty or Separitou, designed
eased matter from tho body. Theae are the only meant
and mode expresslyfor steam power.
by which Consumption can be cured, and as Schenck’s
of the AGES, Our
TWO STYLES OF HORSE POWERS, vi£.: our tmPulmonic Syrup, Sea Weed Tonic and Mandrake Pills § Outfits
<5 cqcc
^
FREE J"
— tGovernment
to Tom ineut anu
and History.'GOODBI’EEO’B proved “Triple Gear,” and our "Spur Speed" (Woodare the only medicines which operate In this way, It is r-t rnfcfc Book, Bible and Map House, Chicago.
bury
Stylo), both “ Mounted " on four wheels.
obvious they are the only genuine core for Pulmonary
IF INTERESTED In Threshing or Grain Raising,
Consumption.Each bottle of this invariablemedicine
apply to our nearestDealer,or write to ns for Illustra|S accompanied
by full directions.Dr. Schenck ia pro"
ted Circular(sent flee), giving fhll particulars
of Sizes,
rid** ft* S'- Feu. Kirin. Pure. futl*f»rtioo ruinnuvd. IllaiirsUS
fetslonally at his principal office,corner Sixth and Arch
Csulocu. Pus. Add imi WX8TOUI UUK WORK*. Oociso. IU.
8tylw» Prices, Terms, etc.
Streets,Philadelphia,every Monday, where all letter*
Nichols,
<£ Co.,
for advice must be addressed.
\TOUR own Likeness in oil colors, to show oar work,
X painted on canvas, 6Xi7)$,from a photograph or tin
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
Pearce A Co., General CommissionMerchAnts, 213 type, free with the Home Journal,(2.10 a year. Sample
N. Second street, St. Louis, Mo. Consignments solicited. of our work and paper, terma to agenta, Ac, 10 tents.
a .lay aarr. fllsttratsd caUlofus/Wf. ofiw
L. T. LUTHER. MUl Village, Kris county.Pa.
fine Cbromo».Creyoui,»ud
beautiful Pl.lur*

in the world. There are five hundred
schools of art in Great Britain, nearly all
of which had their roots in that national
humiliation.
This frankly-speakinggentleman did
nof leave his lesson to be inferred, but
told liis audience that he thought it
likely that when the Centennial Exhibition should be closed, the American nation would find itself preciselyin the #19 n day at boat. Agenta wanted. Outfit aad trems
#l£ free. Addrere TRUB A 00.. Aagusta. Mala*.
conditionof the British nation in 1851.—
JENNIE JOHNSON, Box 463, Providence,R. L,
Dr. J. O. Holland; Scribner for July

keeping its own,

FLAX, TIMOTHY, MILLET, HUNGARIAN end

THE WET GRAIN
ONLY MACHINES

of doctors

en

like seeds are threshed,separated,cleaned and saved

my

army

and

slow
eralh

by my physicianChronic Pleurisy, caused by a former Injury and strain, and for which I used many prescriptions as easily and perfectly as Wheat, Oats, Rye or Barley,
and liniments, as well as the so-called Rheumatic cures,
is usually paid for grain sad
without the leart benefit
physicianrecommended
seeds cleaned by this machine, for extra cleamlneM.
one of your Collins' VoltaicPlasters, which, to my great
surprise, relievedthe pain and soreness almost IminedlIN
of 1876, these were suhetanely, and I have been aide to attend to my household
tiallythe
that could run with profit
affairsever since with perfect ease and oomfort, whereas
or economy, doing fast, thorough and perfect work,
before the application of your invaluableplaster l waa
scarcelyable to do anything. I consider them Inesti- uhen othen utterly/ailed.
mable, and shall with pleasurerecommend them to the
GRAIN,
and
wasting complicaYours, respectfully.
tions, such os “Endless Aprons," “Raddles," "Beaters,"
21,

,

HARKAPARILL1AN

with other ttyle* of

April

salivated

Heronry. Quicksilver,Corrosive Sublimate,(the pritcipal constituent
in the advertisedBaraanarillas, associated in soma cases with Hvd of Potaasa)have acourankfc
ed and become deposited In the bones. Jolnte, ete.,
causing caries of the bonoe,rlcketa, spinalcurvatures,
contortions,white swellings,varicose veins, ete., the
will reaoh* away these do
posits and exterminatethe virus of tho diseasefrom the
•yftem.

THE CHEST AND LUNGS.

Orland, Me,

nodes

deposits,

d8?¥noaseswhere the system has been

AFFORD THE MOST GRATEFUL RELIEF IN ALL AFFECTIONS OF

MRS. FRANCES

Impure

tumors,cancers,hard lumps, etc., he resolvedaway and
the unsound made Bound and tolttay; atomi/sm
tores, syphilitic sores, chronic skin diseasesgradually

Voltaic Plasters

afflicted.

SA^Alfe^LIAN U

sbcaisfta
tnlniah, and ail foreign and

COLLINS’

oro>

John B. Blake, Secretary,
Washington City, June, 1876.

^

suffocation ; hard breathingand paioxnreaof
cough on
lying down or arising in the momlnf . All these distress

GREAT WESTERN WELL ADGER CO,

0

-

-

,BE

,

'dealersin

til

_

Bend stamp for Catalogue.)

for such

cure*.^

^

ALL DRUGGISTS.

O.H.U.

JESSsans

The

First National Conventionsfor

[

PAUL

ST.

Nominating the President.

for President

and

The tkim^e was

Vice^resfaenf

591 (Brcadzvay, jfezv York.

Top or Open Buggies,

with its numerous branchesand connections, forms
the shortest and quickest route between Chicago
and all points In Illinois, Wisconsin, Northern
Michigan,MlnnesoU, Iowa, Nebraska, California
and the Western Territories,Its

met

set, curiously -enough,

not by either of the regular political par-

SLEIGHS TRUCKS

Omaha and CAuroaNu Link

but by the faction which came into

the shortest and best ronte for all points In
existence solely to QDDflft fan anettt ordp/. Northwester Illinois, Iowa, Dakota, Nebraska,
Wyoming. Colorado, Utah, Nevada, Colllornla,
of Masonry. It is worth while Id notice Oregon, China, Japan and Australis.Its

was this movement which gave an

it

opening to the public careers of two

who

afterward rose, one to the Presidency,

the other to the Senate and the Secretary-

ship of State. These were William H.
Seward and Millard Fillmore. The Antiproduced by the mysterious disappearance

its

who was supposed

to

have divulged

secrets. In September, 1831, a national

conventionof
Judge of

the United States Supreme Court,

The conventionthen tenderedthe nomination to the famous Maryland lawyer,

Wm.

Wirt, formerly Attorney-General,
who ac-

cepted

it;

and

Amos

Ellmaker, of Penn-

sylvania, was added to the ticket as candidate for Vice President

The
extinct

caucus system was now evidently
;

no party would have dared attempt

start of

the race between

All

Work

„
r

“

~

*

.....

Monuments,so

for their

LANTERN.

BOOTS, SHOES,

often has

it

been chosen

RUBBERS, ETC.

was to adopt the famous two-thirds rule,

And we are confident we can
want

a choice."

There was no doubt

at all of the

renomi-

Farm Implements.

\

0

wording of the

Reaper

Mower. Adams

Frencli

and

tfc

Harvester. Empire State

was upon the nominee for Vice-President.

Horse Rakes. The Dodge
Plow, of Kalamazoo. Buckeye irrain Drills. Cultivators, Et., Etc.
Orders for repairs and parts of machines
taken and promptly filled.

Holland, April 20

1876.

10-3m

of the first part, and Charles Storing and Melvin A.
Storing, of the same place, parties of the second
and recorded in the office of Register of Deeds
Van Buren should have the second place part,
lu and for the County of Ottawa and State of Michon the ticket; and as the conventionwas igan, on the twenty-eighth day of May, one thousand
eight hundred ana seventy-four, at eight o’clock a.
composed largely of Jackson’s adherents, ra. of said day, in Liber ‘Z’ of Mortgageson page four
hundred and eleven. And whereasthere is claimed
Buren was nominated on the first to
be due and unpaid at this date on said Mortgage
ballot, receiving two. hundred and three the sum of one hundred and fifty-two dollars ami
thirty-eightcents($15--\38)
for principal,and Inter
votes, to forty-nine for Philip Barbour of est. and no suit or proceedingseither In law. or
equity, having been commenced to recover the same,
Virginia, and twenty-six for Colonel Richor any part thereof:Row therefornotice is hereby
ard M. Johnson, of Kentucky.
given that on Tuesday, the twenty-second day of
August, one thousand eight hundred and seventyThe result of the campaign thus inaugu- six, at one o'clock in the afternoon of said day, at
rated by the first national conventionsin the front door of the County Comt House, In the
city of Grand Haven in said County of Ottawa and
our history was terriblydisastrous to Mr. State of Michigan,that being the place for holding
the Oircult Court for said county, there will be sold
Clay, and was the second of a long series at public anctlon or vendue to the highest bidder
of his defeats In attemptingto reach the the premises discribed In said Mortgage or so much

was understood to bo very desirous that

Van

ed by 319 electoral votes; Mr. Clay had

Wirt carried Vermont’s 7

votes; and

Address, BicKfom) Knittino Machinx Mro. Co.
Sole Manufacturers, Brrttleboro, Vt.

5.18-ly

FOB SALK!

t

AND BLINDS,

H.

-

—

W. VERBEEK &

HOUSE, STORE
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-

easy.
Uollan: , Mich., March

DfUII, HWEBIIIE!
Just published,a new edition of
Df. Oolvtrvrtl'lCelebrated Essay on
the radicalcore (withont medicine)
of Spermatorroea
or Seminal Weak-

P?” This Lecture should he in the hands
man in the land.

of

Blankets,

Shawls,
Yarns and
Cottonades

Sent under seal, in a plain envelope,to any address, post-paid, on receipt of six ccnta or two
post stamps.

We
Produce.

deal also extensivelyin Flour and Country
P. A A. STEKETEE.

Holland, Mich., Oct.

JUST

RECEIVED AT
-

the

“USTE

St

,

DR. SCHOUTEFS

mmmmmmm

facilities for

a

bad “impression. ”

Job

Print-

ing are unequaled in this

and we are at
put, ed to execute

all

city,

times prepar-

28. 1875.

^ ^ ^

^

Have a specific Influenceupon the Liver net
Bowels, and stimulate these organs into such vltorous action that the impediments are removed.
Favorablyknown by operating mildly.
They prevent all irregularitiesoriginating from
Impurities of the Blootf!

SOLD AT —
Wholesale and Retail
—

—

-

BY

ever is of Interestconnected with the Centennial
year. The Great ExhlhiUonat Philadelphiais
fully illustratedIn detail. Everybody wants it.
Tire who\e people feel great InterestIn their Country’s Centennial Birthday,and want to know all
about it. An elegant patriotic crayon drawing
premium picture is presented free to each subHolland. Mich., Feh. 25, 1875. 2-tf
scriber. It in entitled. “In remembrance of the
One Hnndreth Anniversary of the Independence
of the United States.’’ Size, 23 by 80 Inches. Any
one can become a successful agent, for but show
the paper and picture and hundredsof subscribers
arc easily obtained everywhere. There Is no business that will pay like this at present. We have
many agents who are making as high as $20 per
day and upwards. Now it the time: don't delay.
!
!
Rememberit costs nothingto give the business a
trial. Send for circulars,terms, and sample copy
of paper, which are sent free to all who apply ; do
It to-day.Complete outfit free to those who decide to engage. Farmers and mechanics,and their I am again preparedto ran excursions from here to
sons and daughters make the very best of agents.
the monrh of

H.

WALSH,

Druggist

ALL KINDS OF

JOB PRINTING
Promptly and Neatly

THE

IN

Holland. Mioh.

1876.

17-ly
Black Lake,
Meat Market,

Address, THE CENTENNIAL RECORD,

0UT)'

1876.

EXCURSIONS

i

Portland, Maine.

COMMERCIAL
PRINTING.
LETTER HEADS,
NOTE HEADS,
. DILL HEADS,
STATEMENTS,
ENVELOPES,
PRICE LISTS,
CARDS,

& Church

TAGS,

.d c.

Pic-nics

1

Your remarks give us

WS”

Hew York; Post OfficeBox. 1586-

Sunday-School

BIG

-

JOB OFFICE.

Jacob Kinte.

Prixtsb Clapp has only stolen three
and a half millions in seven years. He’s
a "type of Republicanism,— Ifoifon Post.

'

MATERIAL

Our

SALT.

!

Bragman & Son.

F.
Aaa

Also Live Geese Feathers.
of

3-tf

Address the Publishers,

11

BARRELS

D. TE ROLLER.
1875.

TTETW

colly.

every youth and every

3,

PRINTING!

Price, In a scaled envelope, only six cents.
cel

4

Sheetings,

and LOT.

I offerforsale Lot 8, Block 41, beingon the South
East corner of Ninth and Market Streets.City of
Holland. The buildingsarc all new. It Is a desirable location for any kind of bulslnesg. Terms

Co.

all the legal costs and charges of such foreclosure
sale, and also an attorney foe of twenty-five
This summer I will take small parlies down In the
dollars,as provided for In said Mortgage, In case
moralrc and back at night for THREE DOLPennsylvania cast its vote for William proceedingsshould be taken to forcloee the same.
LARS. Larger parties,FIVE DOLLARS.
The following Is the description of the lands and
Haring fitted out a large barge, which
Wilkins; and South Carolina voted fer premisesas appears in said Mortgage,to-wlt: All
will carry from 300 to 400 persons.
John Floyd, of Virginia. Marlin Van that certain parcel of land, which u sltnated In the
I will take
City of Holland, Ottawa County, State of Michigan
Buren was abundantly consoledfor the re- and Is further described as the east half of lot num- ' Since the dissolntion ofour co-partnership. I am.
jection by the Senate .of his nomination ber four (4) In block numbered twsnt* -nine (29) In cat ry ing oa this business alone, at the OLD STORE,
said city according to the map thereof, of rec nl In where lean be found at all timea, and where 1 will
as envoy to London, for he became Vice- the office of the Register of Deeds, of Ottawa keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt ana
County, as of the Village of Holland.
Fresh Meats, and offer them at the lowest prices.
President, and was already designated as
Datid: HollandMay 9th, A. D. 1876.
I expect to see all oar old friends,to come and call
the favorite of General Jackson for the CHARLES STORING and MELVIN A. STORING on me, when I will offer them such bargains as will
For Fifteen dollars Instead of Twenty dollars as
Induce them to purchasetheir daily rations will heretofore.Thanking all my former patrona, I
Mortgagee*.
succession to the executive chair.
me.
Howaud A McBbidi, AWys for Mortgagees,
very low0 F
!>eMun'
Pric0 ,a

but 49;

“ 2

made.

ZKIILiN"

ebratetlauthor, in this admirable Essay
Boots a Shoes,
clearly demonstrates,
from a thiny years’ successful practice, that the alarming consequences of
Etc., Etc. self-abusemay be radicallycured without the danWe corn- the heaviest stock of goods In the City ; gerous use of Internal medicineor the application
Buy in large quantities,and sell cheap for cash or of the knife; pointing out a mode of cureat once
Ready Pay. Staple goods In enormous quantities, simple, certain, and effectual,hv means of which
such as
every aufferer, no matter what hie conditionmay
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and rwli

5

re-elect-

“

FamilyMachiue. 1 cylinder.72 needles, $30.
** 72*100 •’ $«).

A sample machine will be sent to any part of the
United States or Canada, (where we have no agent),
express charges jire-pald,on receipt of the price.
. Agents wanted In every State. Connty, City and
Town, to whom very liberal discounts will be

ness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotenry,
Mental and PhysicalIncapacity. Impedimentsto
Marriage, etc.; also. Consumption, Epilepsy and
fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extravagance, Ac.

Flannels,

1

4

notiae.

The

^

No.

Or anything in onr line, manufactured on short

Glass-ware,
Hats and Caps,

150

No.

SPECIALITY.

—

Clothing,

whe

and the drying of lumber
WE SHALL MAKE A

m

Dry Goods,

satisfy all

STEAM

A

IDR/Y"
DOORS, SASH

and had become the apostle of nullificaMortgage Sale.
T3 TEI WOKING CLASS.— We can furnishyou
tion. On the other hand, Martin Van BuDefault having been made In the conditions of employment at which you can make very large pay.
ren, one of the shrewdest of politicians, payment of a certain Indentureof Mortgage, bear- In yonr own localities,without being awar from
ing date the tweety-nlnthday of April in the year home over ni^ht. Agents wanted in every town ami
and the President’s most familiar friend, of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sev- conntyUr take auhscHbers for The Centennial
entyfonr. Made and executed by Henry Sameltand Record, the largest publication In the United States
had been rejected for Minister to England Emma Samelt his wife of the city of Holland, in the 16 pages, 64 columns; Elegantly Illustrated;Terms
by the Whig Senate. General Jackson County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,parties only 81 per year. The Record Is devotedto what-

Presidency. General Jackson was

WE HAVE

[Harrington’s Block, Eighth Street.]

er. Triumph Reaper. Gale’s

office,

but had separated from the Jackson party,

Steketee,

DEALERS,

Mow-

With almost Magical speed,
and gives perfect shape and finish to all garments.
It wjllkcH iptlrcflockila fifteen alnntei I Every
machine WARRANTED perfect, and to do ju*t
what is represented. A complete instruction book
accompanieseach machine.

Or Re-Sawing Done.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Fairbanks

explained by the fact that the contest

John C. Calhoun had occupied this

& A.

the

first part of this resolution

ly

Groceries,
Crockery,

Russell’s combined

Now attracting universal attention by, its astonishing performancesand Its great practical value
for eveiy day family use. It Knits every possible
variety of plain or fancy work

Planing, Matching,

m

46-3

P.

-

.

nation of President Jackson; and

ELANS,

A heavy stock ef

troduced In Agriculture.

dent and Vice-President;and that twothirds of the whole number of votes in the
convention shall be necessary to constitute

hi

FOR

which more than once afterward did dead- Have opened a Salesroomon Eighth street In the
store formerly occnpiedby Slooter 3s Higgins,
ly work with the aspirations of statesmen.
opposite the City Hotel, where the Farmers
of this section of the country are reThe form of this rule as adopted at Baltispectfullyinvited to examine all the
improved machinery lately Inmore was as follows:
“Resolved, That each state be entitled, in
the nomination to be made of a candidate
for the Vice-Presidency,
to a number of
votes equal to the number that they will be
entitled to in the Electoral Colleges under
the new apportionment in voting for Presi-

large stock on hand.

HEAD-QUARTERS
JUST RECEIVED HMD:
-

Heald

•Inittea

A Family Knitting Machine!

Mill.

OJ the Most Approved Patterns;

Office, No. 415 Broadway; Boston OfState Street; Omaha Office, 253 Farahara

meeting place. General Lucas,

the first motions passed by this convention

Planing

In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

New York

of Ohio, was chosen president. One of

is

LANTERN.

dally.

called the City of Conventions,as well as
of

BlCKFOfjJ)

IPHECEISriX

STENNETP

met in May,
1883. The Democracy rallied in large
numbers at Baltimore, which may be

Sheriffof Ottawa County, Mich.

Howabd & MoBbid*. Attorneys, Holland, MirA.

Bluffs.

fice. No. 5

1876.

ARIE WOLTMAN,

Warranted.

Horse Shoeing a

Street; San Francisco (Mice, 121 Montgomery
Clay and Wirt.
Street; Chicago Ticket Offices: 62 Clark Street,
under Sherman House: corner Canal and Madison
The Legislature of New Hampshire is- Streets ; Kinxie StreetDepot corner W. Kinzle and
Canal StreeU; Wells Street Depot corner Wells
sued the first call at this time for a Demo- and Kinxie Streets.
For rates or Information not attainablefrom
cratic National Convention— the first of
yonr home ticket agents, apply to
that long series of powerful and exciting \V. H.
MARVIN HUGHITT,
Gen.Pass.Ag’t, Chicago. Gen. Sup’t, Chicago.
conclaveswhich have so often designated
our rulers since. This body

Dated: GnA.tivlDvKN, Jnnc20th.A. D.

University Stereopticon,
the only ronte lor Elgin, Rockford,Freeport,
General Blacksmlthlng done with neatness
all points via Freeport. Its
Artopticon,
ami dispatch.
Chicago and Milwaukkr Lin*
Advertiser's Stereopticon,
Is the old Lake Shore Ronte, and is the only one
Speciality. SCHOOL
FAMILY LANTERN
paMlng through Evanston,Lake Forest. Highland
PEOPLE S
’
Park, Waukegan, Racine, Kenosha to Milwaukee.
J. FLIEMAN.
Holland. September 1, 1875.
Each style being the best of its class in the market.
Pullman Palace Cabs
are ran on all throughtrainsof this road.
I?OB a good smoke go to
This Is the only line running these cars between
of Lantern and Slides with directions
SCHOUTEN & MEENGfl. forCatalogues
using sent on application.
Chicagoand 8t. rsul, Chicago and Milwaukee, or
Chicagoand Winona.
Any InGrpriilng au cm make aonay with a Magic
At Omaha our Sleepers connect with the OverLantern.
land Sleepers on the Union Pacific Railroad for all
points West of the MissouriRiver.
W-Cut
out this advertisementfor referOn the arrival of the trains from the East or
nece.-IFf
South, the trainsof the Chicago 3s North-Western
Rall*BTLEAVE CHICAGO as follows!
For QpuncU ShiffS,Omaha and California, Two
Through Trains dallr, with Pullman Palace Draw
MANUFACTURERSOF AND DEALERS IN
ing Room and Sleeping Cars through to Council

A Very

divided at the

the front door of the Court House In the City of
Grand Haven, Ottawa Connty,Michigan.

—

_

son, which was strenuous and hot, was yet

Mag-

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH

For Si.
Paul ------and 3flnineapoll*,, Two Through
revival. The system of national con- ---Trains drily,with Pullman Palac
’alace Cars attached
ventions, exemplified by the Anti-masons, on both trains.
SAJI 9 Two
1 «* U Trains
1 I ailll
was seen to be the only feasiblesubstitute. For Green Bay and Lake Superior,
>nJnr— Palace
"
dally, with Pullman
Cars attached, and run
As the supportersof Jackson now called nine through to Marquette.
For tNicauksi,Four Through Trains dally, Pullthemselves“Democrats,” so his opponents man Carson night trains,Parlor Chair Cars on day
trains.
adopted the designationof "National ReFor Sparta and Winona and points on Sioux
publicans." The latter party was first in City and St. Paul Railroad and for points in Min
nesota, One Through Train daily,with Pullman
the field to call a national convention, and Sleepers to Winona.
For Dubuque, via Freeport, Two Throngh Trains
this convention met at Baltimore in Dedally,with Pnllman Cars on night trains.
cember, 1831. Its session was only brief,
for Dubuque and La Crow, via Clinton, Two
.ThroughTrains daily,with Pnllman Carson night
for public opinion had already marked out
train to McGregor, Iowa,
For Sioux CUuand Yankton and points on Sioux
Henry Clay as its candidate. ' Clay was
City 3s St Paul Railroad, Two Trains daily. Pullnominated on the first ballot, and John man Cars to.Mlesourl Valley Junction.
Sill
For Lake Geneva, Four Trains daily.
Sergeant was given the second place on
For RockfOrd, Sterling,Kenotha, Janesville,and
the ticket. Thus the opposition to Jack- other points, yon can have from two to ten trains
its

THE AFTERNOON OF THE
SEVENTH DAY OF AUGUST, A. D 1876, at
the clock, IN

Lanterns,

Is

was adopted as their candidate for the
Presidency, hut he promptly declined.

?r

ahatfnwV.k

This wagon Is the best wagon In nee In this State,
‘Winona and St.Pktbr Link
We are the Headquarters for every thing in the
and the only slope-spokedwagon manufacway of
Is the only ronte for Winona, Rochester. Owatontured. It is a butter wagon than the Jackna, Mankato, 8t. Peter, New Ulm, and all points
son Wagon, and I will sell them Jnst as
on 8loux City & 81. Paul Railroad In Southein
cheap, and give a written wananty
and Central Minnesota. Its
for one year. Wagons of my
own manufhctnre I will
GrMin Bat and MAiqum? Link
ic
sell for
Is the only line for Janesville, Watertown, Fond
Being Manufacturersof the
Du Lac, Oshkosh, Appleton, Green Bav. Kscanaba,
Negannee, Marquette* Houghton, Hancock and
Micro-Scientific
Lantern,
0 . the Lake Superior Country. Its
Stereo Panopticon,
Frkkport and Dubuque Lini

assembled at Bal- and
timore. John M'Lean, of Ohio, since
this party

ofTh« North-east quarter of
half
the
.
quarter
-U!’ t°"\flve <5) North range sixteen
5 .‘f p,ece « Pan'0, containing fortv
nn^iernp,ece staining thirtybo jhe auuio more or less, and
shall offer the same for sale, or such portion of said
property as may he necessary to satisfy said execution, with cosUaud collection fees, at nubile
vendue,to the highest bidder therefor, at tiree of

A0J^ £ ?*rV>'****
North
of
onai
of action twenty

Photographic Materials.

SOUTH BEND, IND

Cochrane,•>nd to mu directed

SSJTlia'SS qnaT

IMn, ^toietuiStuliMisn) nawi

Is the short line fdr Northern Wisconsin and Minnesota, and for Madison. 8t. Paul, Minneapolis,
Duluth and all points in the great Northwest. Its.

nJ

!

X ti5^fbS*r,n* described lots, pieces or
Pnfmrv n! n,?d' ,yl2P ,,nd M"* situated In the
ThWnJ?li,ti'WR’8^leHf Michigan, -to-wlt.”

Stereoscopes & Views,

Also sole Agent for the

'

*n

CHR0M0S & FRAMES,

etc.,

Stereopticons and

Masonic party grew out of the excitement

der

L

Chicago, Madison and Sr. Paul Lin*

men

of William Morgan, a member of the or-

Opp. MetropolitanHotel.

Manufacturers,Importers and Dealers in

Light & Heavy Wagons.

Is

that

Sheriff’S Sale.
of .l'vo Writs of Execution, Issued out
fdX«,he ei‘a'of the Oircult Court for the

MANUFACTUREROF

Harper's Magazine for July.']

THE CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN R. R.
It was in the year 1831 that the find naE rabracet* under one management the Great Trunk
tional conventionsto nominate candidates Itallwajr Ltneiof the WS8T and H01TB-WI8T. and

ties,

FLIEMAN,

J.

thing the M Bos Hive”

dgarjtt^^^^

I will

-

BOOKBINDING!

sell cheaper

than any

JACOB KUITE.
14,

1874.

„,FRANK

M

R.

BROWER,

Captain.

Programmes,
Handbills,*

Holland, Mich., June 2, 1876.

one In this City.

Holland. Feb.

t, k™”
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Et
T?

VBBY

Law Blanks,

one ralted In the Hoe of CIbm* si

SCHOUTEN & MEENGb.

Etc., Etc.,

Etc

FOR SALE.

Neil— Detroit Free Press. The first state* The nnderslgnedwishes to Inform his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that being at
Dissolution Notice.
ment la full of “errors." We want a bet- present located at Muikegon, he has made arrangements with Mr. W. Vorst, at Holland, at whose . A 8 Acre FrtiU Farm containing aome 800 hearing HTHE undersignedhave mntnallv agreed to dl»ter * ‘proof .’’—AbrmfownHerald. Can’t
store,on River street, all Job work for binding can grape vines, 100 entrant bushes; Strawberries;
A . solvedghelr partnership, and requeat the pubget It; too much “lye” in the letter, per- be left . I have purchased a new and completeline Pears. Apple, Quince. Cheitnat, Mulberry,Apprl- lic to settle all accounts with Mr.V. Albers,who
cot.
Cherry
and
Peach
trees
1 n hearing. .
of tools and stock and will furnish Ursulas* work.
will contlnno the bnMneas at the old stand.
haps.—
/Sentry. Then employ another
No money required down Inquire or
J. ALBERS,
A.

printer, and let us look at his proof.

Muskegon, Sept.

3 1875.

CLOETINGH.

J.

Holland, April HP

VAN LANDEGEND,

a
Holland, Mich., May

25,

1876.

B.

WYNNE.

and Ornapiental printing. Call and
All kinds of Color

examine specimens nnd prises.

